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ABSTRACT 
 Previous work has ostensibly shown that readers rapidly adapt to a priori less predicted 
structures after exposure to unbalanced statistical input (e.g., a high number of reduced relative-
clause garden path sentences) and that these readers grow to disfavor the a priori more frequent 
structure after exposure (Fine, Jaeger, Qian, & Farmer, 2013).  However, recent work has failed 
to replicate effects indicating a penalty for the preferred, more frequent continuation, despite 
finding a speedup in syntactic repair times after initial exposure to the dispreferred, infrequent 
structure (Harrington-Stack, James, & Watson, 2018). The current study reports three self-paced 
reading experiments that tested whether co-occurring cues (explicit comprehension questions, 
preceding semantic cues, and font color) can help facilitate adaptation to reduced relative/main 
verb garden path sentences. Results suggest that readers do not overcome pre-existing predictive 
biases by rapidly adapting to statistically novel linguistic contexts. An emphasis is placed on the 
difference between task-specific syntactic satiation effects and actual expectation adaptation, the 
latter of which we argue can only be determined through a penalty for an a priori predicted 
structure after exposure to its counterpart in the case of garden path constructions. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
 Language serves as a powerful tool for both conveying thoughts and receiving them from 
others, which naturally requires some minimum capacity for flexibility, as contexts and thoughts 
change in both dependent and independent fashions.  The ability to create and understand novel 
phrases never uttered or heard before is one of the fundamental qualities of language (Chomsky, 
1957); however, this does not obviate the relative rigidity of structural rules found in human 
language, e.g. syntax.  The reason linguistic creativity can continue to morph and develop within 
and across speakers resides in this structural rigidity of the linguistic system, which allows 
listeners and readers to interpret unfamiliar input and respond with output as uniquely fit to the 
context as what they have processed.  Although much is still unknown in the field of language 
acquisition, most theories agree that statistical input is at least in some part involved, if not the 
driving factor, in acquiring these syntactic rules and tracking their frequency distributions.  For 
example, children tend to learn more common nouns, particularly those that are easier to 
pronounce, before learning less frequent and/or more complicated lexical items (Nelson, 1973). 
In addition to the nouns themselves, children learn in which environments they are likely to 
occur and learn, over the course of many exposure-filled years, to even predict some lexical 
items in highly constrained contexts such as: “Please pass the salt and __.” (Ehrlich & Rayner, 
1981). This example is so strong, in fact, that the omitted noun does not even have to be written. 
 As humans continue to gain experience with their native language(s) throughout 
adolescence and into adulthood, they obtain an increasingly massive repertoire of linguistic 
preferences.  These preferences play a key role in ambiguity resolution, which exists in all 
sentences, at least at first.  Take for instance the sentence: “Kevin’s uncle made him leave the 
dog alone.”  In this sentence, both ‘made’ and ‘leave’ could mean multiple things (made could 
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mean ‘to create’ or ‘to force’ and ‘leave’ could mean ‘to let something be’ or ‘to go away’), and 
the parser must decide from the syntax, the context, his or her experiences with both, and from 
the interaction of their cognitive resources which meanings should be derived.  We can do this 
with ease in most cases, but some ambiguities prove harder to resolve.  For example, garden-path 
(GP) sentences trick readers into creating a syntactic representation of the sentence based on 
early input that is later rendered untenable by additional information like in (1) below (Bever, 
1970).  This is a GP construction because readers initially read the sentence as the child feeding 
the chicken in the past tense until they come across the disambiguating verb ‘smacked’ and must 
reanalyze the global syntax to arrive at the licensed interpretation (i.e. that the child was fed the 
chicken).  These reduced-relative (RR) GP sentences cause problems for readers potentially due 
to their lower frequency compared to main verb (MV) continuation counterparts (Hare, 
Tanenhaus, & McRae, 2007), although it is an ongoing debate whether frequency drives these 
preferences or if these frequencies exist due to the structural preferences. In any case, readers 
likely expect the sentence after ‘chicken’ to continue with a MV construction like (2) below. 
Furthermore, verb bias, a frequency- and exposure-based preference in verbs for certain 
complements, can lead to differential GP effects (i.e. longer reading times on and after the 
disambiguating word) since verbs differ in their likelihood of acting as a RR (Trueswell, 1996) 
(1) The child fed the chicken smacked his lips. 
(2) The child fed the chicken some bread crumbs. 
 If sentences like (1) are more difficult to process because of higher frequencies for 
sentences like (2), then it may be that changes in those binary frequency distributions can result 
in changes in preference and consequently facilitate the otherwise difficult processing of GP 
sentences. Studies revealing syntactic satiation effects have provided evidence for adaptation to 
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ungrammatical structures over time, suggesting parsers change their expectations to 
accommodate context-specific syntax (Snyder, 2000; Stromswold, 1986). Previous work has also 
shown that contextual information can change biases formerly held by the reader or listener 
(Christianson & Luke, 2011; Grodner & Sedivy, 2011), but adaptation to constructs as rigidly 
syntactic as GP sentences had not been extensively tested until Fine, Jaeger, Farmer, and Qian’s 
(2013) self-paced reading study. The results from their first experiment ostensibly showed that 
readers show steadily decreasing syntactic repair reading times (the region at and immediately 
following the disambiguating word, e.g. ‘smacked’ in (1)) after repeated exposure to RR garden-
path sentences.  However, if participants were truly adapting their expectations to the new 
construct by tracking fluctuations in binary frequency distributions, then it would follow that 
they would anticipate the a priori more expected MV continuation less, leading to a slowdown in 
reading times for MV disambiguations after repeated RR GP exposure. To test this, their second 
experiment utilized a between groups blocked design, giving the relative-clause first (RCF) 
group RR GP sentences in the first two blocks while the filler-first (FF) group did not receive 
these items until the second block. This allowed for both a test of facilitation in the RCF groups’ 
reading of RR disambiguating regions from the first block to the second block and a between 
groups comparison in the second block. Finally, the third block contained MV continuations, 
both ambiguous and unambiguous, allowing for a between groups comparison of the ambiguity 
effect. Critically, they found a significant interaction between group and ambiguity in the third 
block such that only the early group showed slower reading times at the disambiguation region 
of ambiguous MV sentences. Together, the findings from these two experiments were claimed to 
show that readers rapidly adapt their expectations to match contextually relevant novel syntactic 
frequency distributions. 
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 Although this study has been frequently cited over the past few years, replication 
attempts have fallen short of providing evidence for this MV penalty. Harrington-Stack, James, 
and Watson (2018) attempted to replicate this finding as part of a follow-up experiment but, after 
failing to replicate the initial finding, decided to run a power analysis to obtain the correct 
sample size for 95% power given the models in Fine et al.’s second experiment. Although they 
replicated an ambiguity effect reduction for the RCF group from the first to second block with 
this high-powered design (which could be seen simply as syntactic satiation), they did not find 
any difference between groups in the second block or any penalty associated with ambiguous 
MV items in the third block for the RCF group. These findings indicate both a lack of reliability 
for Fine et al.’s MV penalty finding as well as a need for hundreds of participants to make their 
mixed effects models reach adequate power levels, although the exact estimate differs depending 
on the model in question. Because testing hundreds of participants per experiment does not seem 
feasible with respect to time or cost, Bayesian analyses may prove a more suitable measure of 
obtaining the magnitude of effects (see Chapter 5), but even those methods are not completely 
immune to error. Even if readers are unable to adapt their syntactic expectations rapidly (within 
an experimental session) given statistically boosted GP input, the possibility remains that other 
convergent probabilistic co-occurrences may cue them to adapt. The present study consists of 
three self-paced reading experiments investigating the role of probabilistic contextual cues in 
adapting to less frequent syntactic structures. Of particular interest to psycholinguists studying 
statistical learning in language is the breadth of cues used and ignored by the parser in adult 
language comprehension. From a modality-general linguistic viewpoint, co-occurring linguistic 
and/or extralinguistic cues may help readers adapt to difficult constructions as long as the co-
occurrence is consistent. The following experiments explore this theoretical quandary by 
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implementing different types of co-occurring or attentional cues to aid the reader in adapting to 
less frequent syntactic structures, namely RR GP sentences.  
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CHAPTER 2: EXPERIMENT 1 
 The first experiment in this study was a quasi-replication of Fine et al.'s (2013) second 
experiment with minor alterations to stimuli. More filler items were added to the experiment for 
a more reliable cutoff criterion via comprehension question accuracy. It may be the case that 
difficult trials like those containing GP structures usually yield low accuracy scores even when 
comprehension questions do not address the local ambiguity. Also, the addition of these filler 
items should not critically change hypotheses of contrastive frequency-based expectation 
adaptation due to the fact that the binary frequency distributions between RR and MV 
continuations will remain the same. It could be that removing the rote repetition of the RR GP 
structure by adding filler items may take away their impact and lead to a lack of facilitation for 
these sentences; however, if lab-induced adaptation effects rely on such strict temporal 
parameters, then the purported “adaptation effects” would likely not exist in real language 
comprehension, i.e., any observed effect would likely be strategic or task-specific. Although 
there are many aspects of an experimental setting which are not naturalistic per se, reading the 
same sentence structure repeatedly with no interruption borders on explicitness devoid of any 
contrastive mechanism of prediction – an issue which additional filler items may alleviate. 
Additionally, with sheer repetition of the structure, it becomes difficult to conclude whether 
effects are due to an adaptation of expectations versus a simple adaptation to the task itself (hard 
sentences become easier over time, and all reading times typically get faster throughout an 
experiment and even ungrammatical sentences become more acceptable (i.e. syntactic satiation). 
 This experiment has three principle research questions: Question 1) Do participants 
experience a reduced ambiguity effect (difference between reading times at region following 
disambiguating verb for ambiguous vs. unambiguous RR structures) after statistically boosted 
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exposure to ambiguous RR structures?; 2) Do these participants experience a smaller ambiguity 
effect than those who did not receive statistically boosted exposure?; and 3) Do these participants 
experience a heightened ambiguity effect with MV sentences after repeated exposure to RR 
structures compared to those who did not receive exposure? To answer these questions, reading 
times, accuracy to comprehension questions, and comprehension question response times were 
analyzed. Reading time analyses were conducted to test for online, real-time adaptation effects, 
and accuracy analyses were conducted to test for offline adaptation effects. There were no a 
priori hypotheses for response times, and it is important to note that any significant interaction in 
response times does not indicate adaptation occurred – this measure was collected solely for post 
hoc analyses of participant behavior. In addition to a combined critical region, as used by Fine et 
al. (the disambiguation word and the following two spillover words), reading times were 
analyzed separately at the disambiguating word itself and at the spillover word itself in case 
adaptation manifests at different points across the span of an experiment. Full sentence reading 
times were also analyzed, but these were not meant as a direct measure of adaptation; rather, they 
might reveal interesting patterns regarding awareness of cues and were meant as a measure for 
post hoc analyses. Comprehension questions were added both as a tool for measuring offline 
adaptation effects and as a borderline metalinguistic explicit cue referencing RR agenthood (see 
Methods section below). 
2.1 METHODS 
2.1.1 Participants 
 Sixty participants were recruited using Amazon Mechanical Turk and were paid $3 for 
participation in the study. All participants were native English speakers living the US with a HIT 
approval rating of 95% or higher. Participants were forbidden from participating in more than 
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one experiment and were randomly assigned to one of two groups, either the early exposure 
(early) or late exposure (late) group. Although this platform is not monitored by experimenters 
in-person, studies have shown that laboratory and online studies yield similar results 
(Buhrmester, Kwang, & Gosling, 2011). 
2.1.2 Materials 
 The cue used in this experiment, comprehension questions probing agenthood of the first 
verb in the trial, slightly deviated from the questions in Fine et al.’s second experiment. Our 
questions explicitly probed the agenthood of the reduced relative verb in the case of RR 
continuations and the agenthood of the main verb in the case of MV continuations. Fine et al.'s 
questions were general information questions that did not probe these two aspects of sentence 
meaning. These comprehension questions provide two things not found in Fine et al.’s second 
experiment: 1) they serve as a cue towards the RR structure by focusing readers’ attention 
towards the verbal arguments, and 2) they introduce the possibility of measuring offline 
adaptation effects. Many studies working with GP sentences have shown that initial misparses 
can linger even after syntactic repair, resulting in lower accuracy scores for questions that 
directly distinguish between the two interpretations (Christianson, Hollingworth, Halliwell, & 
Ferreira, 2001). For example, questions like (3e) below are often answered incorrectly by 
participants reading ambiguous RR sentences like (3a). Recent work has also shown that reading 
patterns and ultimate interpretation/question accuracy may not be as reliably linked as once 
thought (Christianson & Luke, 2011; Christianson, Luke, Hussey, & Wochna, 2017); therefore, 
the inclusion of an offline measure is not redundant. Specifically, better accuracy for ambiguous 
RR items in the second block compared to the first block for the early group, better accuracy for 
ambiguous RR items in the second block for the early group than for the late group, and worse 
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accuracy in the third block for ambiguous MV items in the early group than in the late group 
would mirror the online predictions enumerated above. 
 (3a) RR:AMBIGUOUS: The child fed the chicken smacked his lips. 
 (3b) RR:UNAMBIGUOUS: The child who was fed the chicken smacked his lips. 
 (3c) MV:AMBIGUOUS: The child fed the chicken some bread crumbs. 
 (3d) MV:UNAMBIGUOUS: The child gave the chicken some bread crumbs. 
      (3e) Question: Did the child do the feeding/giving? 
 Table 1 below shows the blocked design for Experiment 1, identical to Fine et al.’s 
second experiment except for an increased number of filler items. The early exposure group 
received equal numbers of filler and RR items in the first block with half the RR items being 
ambiguous while the late exposure group received all filler items. The second and third blocks 
were identical for both groups, consisting of RR items (50% ambiguous) and fillers in the second 
block and MV items (50% ambiguous) and fillers in the third block.  
Table 1. 
 
2.1.3 Procedure 
 Participants were recruited via Amazon Mechanical Turk and hosted by the Ibex Farm 
server. Participants likely used different computer screens and were not monitored directly 
Exp. 1 Design Block 1 Block 2 Block 3
Early Group 16 RR, 16 Filler 10 RR, 20 Filler 10 MV, 15 Filler
Late Group 32 Filler 10 RR, 20 Filler 10 MV, 15 Filler
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because they could access the experiment wherever they had access to Amazon Mechanical 
Turk. After electronically consenting by submitting their Amazon Mechanical Turk ID, the 
instructions appeared on the screen in several pages. It was explained that they would be 
participating in a reading experiment (masked self-paced reading paradigm) and would be 
answering questions about the sentences they read. Every sentence was preceded by a fixation 
cross in the center of the screen followed by a series of blanks. Participants pressed the space bar 
to reveal the first letter of the sentence and then, with each press of the space bar, continued to 
reveal one subsequent word at a time. The previous word disappeared with the appearance of the 
next word until they reached the end of the sentence.  At this point a yes/no comprehension 
question appeared, which participants answered by pressing the F or J key on the keyboard. 
Unlike Fine et al., participants in this experiment viewed a screen letting them know when they 
were 1/3 and 2/3 through the experiment (this change likely did not alter results – more in 
Chapter 4). 
2.2 RESULTS 
2.2.1 Data Cleaning 
 Data were cleaned according to three separate measures. First, participants were excluded 
based on low accuracy scores to filler comprehension questions (less than 80% accuracy). Due to 
theoretically driven expectations for low accuracy in most of the critical trials (Christianson et 
al., 2001, 2017), only fillers were used for this exclusion criterion. After this was complete, three 
participants were removed for low accuracy. Second, all reading times for words in critical trials 
were excluded from analysis if they were faster than 120 msec or slower than 2.5 standard 
deviations above the overall mean by participant, resulting in a loss of 541 reading time data 
points (approximately 3% of reading time data). Third, response times for comprehension 
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questions in critical trials were excluded from analysis if they were faster than 1000 msec. or 
slower than 10,000 msec (adopted from Christianson et al., 2017), resulting in a loss of 346 
response time data points (approximately 22% of response time data). All data cleaning was 
done using R statistical software with the plyr package. 
2.2.2 Reading Time Analyses 
 Linear mixed effects models were used with the lme4 package (Bates, Maechler, Bolker, 
& Walker, 2015) in R version 3.5.1. All reading times were log-transformed to better 
approximate a normal distribution. Three sets of models were run with maximum random effects 
structures allowing for the models to converge by eliminating random effects with the least 
contribution to the model, covering the three research questions outlined earlier. Fixed effects 
included a combination of Ambiguity and Group or Block depending on the research question 
being analyzed as well as Word Length. Random effects for all analyses included slopes and 
intercepts by Item and by Participant. For each question, analyses were run for 1) the 
disambiguation word, 2) the spillover word, 3) a combined critical region defined as the 
disambiguation word and the next two words in the sentence, and 4) full sentence reading times. 
The full sentence reading times were calculated by summing raw word reading times per critical 
trial and were then similarly log-transformed during analysis. Instead of Word Length, Sentence 
Length in words was used as a fixed effect in the full sentence models. Results from the 12 
models can be found in Table 2 below.  
 Analyses examining whether participants in the early exposure group read RR 
disambiguations faster in Block 2 than in Block 1 yielded a significant main effect of Block at 
the disambiguation word (estimate = .061, t = 2.133, p = .041) and a significant main effect of 
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Ambiguity at the spillover word (estimate = -.1, t = -4.651, p <.001) and at the combined critical 
region (estimate = -.047, t = -2.696, p = .01). Full sentence reading times were faster in Block 2  
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Table 2. 
 
  
Exp. 1 RT Analyses Disamb. Word Spillover Word Critical Region Sentence
Estimate t  Value p Value Estimate t Value p Value Estimate t Value p  Value Estimate t  Value p  Value
B1&B2 Early Group RR
Ambiguity 0.031 1.524 0.134 -0.1 -4.651 <.001 -0.047 -2.696 0.01 0.006 0.429 0.668
Block 0.061 2.133 0.041 0.029 1.346 0.184 0.046 -1.717 0.093 -0.7 -6.72 <.001
Ambiguity*Block 0.05 1.232 0.224 0.033 0.772 0.444 0.04 -1.145 0.258 0.005 0.258 0.796
B2 Between-Group RR
Ambiguity 0.017 0.835 0.415 -0.098 -3.345 0.004 -0.049 -1.925 0.069 -0.02 -1.527 0.127
Group 0.147 1.749 0.086 0.16 1.816 0.075 0.014 1.661 0.102 0.107 1.328 0.189
Ambiguity*Group -0.023 -0.611 0.541 -0.034 -0.849 0.396 0.038 -1.429 0.159 0.004 0.19 0.849
B3 Early Group MV
Ambiguity 0.046 2.013 0.045 0.004 0.229 0.82 -0.013 -0.632 0.533 -0.004 -0.269 0.791
Group 0.105 1.434 0.157 0.117 1.542 0.129 0.114 1.511 0.136 0.106 1.33 0.189
Ambiguity*Group 0.034 0.846 0.398 -0.055 -1.469 0.147 -0.014 -0.362 0.72 0.017 0.786 0.432
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(estimate = -.7, t = -6.72, p < .001). No significant interaction was found in any region, 
indicating no reduction in ambiguity effect across the first two blocks for the early group. 
Analyses for whether participants in the early group read RR disambiguations faster than 
participants in the late group in Block 2 yielded a significant main effect of Ambiguity at the 
spillover word (estimate = -.098, t = -3.345, p = .004). No significant interaction was found in 
any region, suggesting no difference in ambiguity effect across groups in Block 2. Analyses for 
whether participants in the early group read MV disambiguations slower than participants in the 
late group in Block 3 yielded no significant effects other than a main effect of Ambiguity at the 
disambiguation word (estimate = .046, t = 2.013, p = .045), suggesting there was no penalty 
associated with ambiguous MV trials after repeated exposure to RR trials. Together, these results 
fail to replicate the online adaptation effects found by Fine et al., even with the added attentional 
cue of comprehension questions. 
2.2.3 Accuracy Analyses 
 Logistic mixed effects models were used with the lme4 package in R for all accuracy 
analyses. Results from analyses for each research question are outlined below in Table 3. Models 
were first made with maximal random effects structures and then modified to allow for the 
model to converge by eliminating random effects with the least contribution to the model. 
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Table 3. 
 Figure 1 below shows mean accuracy scores for each research question with standard 
error bars. Analyses for early group Block 1 to Block 2 adaptation revealed significant main 
effects of ambiguity (expected ambiguity effect) (estimate = -2.191, z = -5.147, p < .001) and 
Block (estimate = -1.048, z = -3.261, p = .001), but the interaction failed to reach significance. 
The main effect of Ambiguity also appeared in the analysis for Block 2 between groups (estimate 
= 2.471, z = 3.106, p = .002), but no significant interaction was found. Analyses for whether a 
MV penalty occurred for the early group vs. late group in Block 3 revealed a main effect of 
Group (estimate = -1.588, z = -2.583, p < .05) wherein the early group has lower accuracy rates 
than the late group for both ambiguous and unambiguous trials, but no significant interaction was 
found. Together, these results indicate no offline manifestation of expectation adaptation after 
repeated exposure to RR GP structures.  
Exp. 1 Accuracy Analyses
Estimate z Value p Value
B1&B2 Early Group RR
Ambiguity -2.191 -5.147 <.001
Block -1.048 -3.261 0.001
Ambiguity*Block 0.3441 0.538 0.59
B2 Between-Group RR
Ambiguity 2.471 3.106 0.002
Group -0.794 -1.317 0.188
Ambiguity*Group 0.555 0.752 0.452
B3 Early Group MV
Ambiguity 0.568 0.64 0.522
Group -1.588 -2.583 0.01
Ambiguity*Group 1.493 1.326 0.185
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2.2.4 Response Time Analyses 
 All analyses were conducted using log-transformed response times. Results from 
analyses for each research question are outlined below in Table 4. Models were first made with 
maximal random effects structures and then modified to allow for the model to converge by 
eliminating random effects with the least contribution to the model. 
Table 4.  
 
 Figure 2 shows means of raw response times for each of the research questions. A main 
effect of Block was found wherein response times across ambiguity conditions decreased in 
Block 2 (estimate = -.095, t = -2.207, p = .035), and a significant interaction was found wherein 
Exp. 1 Response Time Analyses
Estimate t  Value p Value
Question 1
Ambiguity -0.067 -1.495 0.145
Block -0.095 -2.207 0.035
Ambiguity*Block -0.211 -3.107 0.003
Question 2
Ambiguity 0.044 0.979 0.341
Group -0.108 -1.296 0.2
Ambiguity*Group -0.243 -3.906 0.001
Question 3
Ambiguity 0.01 0.135 0.165
Group -0.103 -1.406 0.894
Ambiguity*Group 0.045 0.649 0.52
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ambiguous trials had higher response times in Block 2 (estimate = .211, t = -3.107, p = .003). 
Additionally, a significant interaction was found wherein the ambiguity effect was larger for the 
early group than for the late group in Block 2 (β = -.243, t = -3.906, p <.01) than in Block 3.  
2.3 DISCUSSION 
 Question 1 analyses did not replicate adaptation effects as found by Fine et al.’s second 
experiment. The lack of interaction between Block and Ambiguity suggests that statistically 
boosted exposure to RR GP sentences does not cause a reduction in syntactic repair reading 
times for the early group from Block 1 to 2. Additionally, accuracy for these difficult 
constructions across blocks does not seem to mirror expected adaptation patterns. Response time 
analyses show the early group begins to take longer to respond to questions following RR GP 
trials, which may signal awareness that this construct requires extra attention; however, this does 
not lead to any difference in ambiguity effect accuracy rates or critical region reading times 
between blocks and is likely a task-specific strategy effect. 
 Question 2 analyses also failed to replicate adaptation effects. There was no interaction 
between Group and Ambiguity for reading times or accuracy rates in Block 2, suggesting neither 
online nor offline adaptation to the RR GP structure for the early group. Response time analyses 
in Block 2 mirror the Question 1 analysis in that the early group takes longer to respond to 
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questions following RR GP trials, but this does not relate to changes in accuracy or critical 
region reading times. 
 Even with no adaptation effects found in the first two sets of analyses, adaptation could 
still manifest itself in processing difficulty associated with ambiguous MV sentences. The 
analyses for Question 3, however, did not reveal any between-group ambiguity interactions for 
reading times or accuracy scores with these sentences in Block 3, suggesting that an increase in 
RR GP exposure does not lead to a shift in disambiguation expectations. Together, the results 
from this first experiment largely corroborate Harrington-Stack et al.’s failure to replicate rapid 
syntactic adaptation effects and extend this lack of adaptation to offline measures. Furthermore, 
the modified comprehension questions directing attention to the GP RR construction still failed 
to trigger any adaptation effects to this structure. The subsequent two experiments introduce 
different cues to instantiate adaptation effects relying on convergent probabilistic co-occurrences 
in the stimuli. 
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CHAPTER 3: EXPERIMENT 2 
 Experiment 2 investigated whether a co-occurring cue could trigger adaptation to RR GP 
structures in the reader after repeated exposure. The design of this experiment differs from the 
first experiment in that it directly tests cue-dependent contrastive probabilities rather than 
structure-dependent contrastive probabilities; in other words, the design changed to capture 
adaptation to RR GP structures that rely on the co-occurring cue. To accomplish this, the early 
group received both RR and MV sentences (all ambiguous) while the late group only received 
fillers in the first block. In the third block, both groups viewed both RR and MV sentences once 
again. The key element in this experiment is that all RR trials in the first two blocks contained 
the co-occurring cue, namely a nationality adjective in the subject NP, and the third block 
switched this cue-dependency such that MV trials now contained the co-occurring cue. 
Adaptation could occur based on three research questions similar to the first experiment: 1) Do 
readers adapt in a cue-dependent manner to RR GP structures after repeated exposure?; 2) Do 
these readers show less processing difficulty associated with RR GP structures than others who 
did not receive cue-dependent repeated exposure?; and 3) Do these readers show a penalty for 
RR GP structures after repeated cue-dependent exposure if the cues switch from occurring with 
RR structures to occurring with their MV counterparts? An additional fourth question was added 
for Experiments 2 and 3 because of the change in experimental design: 4) Do participants with 
early exposure to cue-dependent RR structures show a penalty in Block 3 compared with Block 2 
after the cue occurrence flips? This question allows us to directly compare within-group 
performance across blocks like Question 1. With this question, a main effect of Group may also 
be indicative of cue-dependent effects since both MV and RR structures appear with different 
conditions in Block 3, although RR structures were the main focus. 
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 The cue in this experiment was a co-occurring nationality adjective in the subject NP of 
critical sentences. The rationale behind choosing a preceding semantic category like nationality 
was threefold: 1) the semantics are unrelated to the syntactic structure, which allows for a test of 
cue dependencies across levels of linguistic representation, 2) nationality adjectives in English 
are capitalized, which may make them more salient to the reader, and 3) nationality adjectives 
are frequent. If cue-dependent adaptation occurs due to the nationality cue, this would support a 
probabilistic general linguistic mechanism that rapidly integrates semantic and syntactic 
information to inform expectations in language processing. 
3.1 METHODS 
3.1.1 Participants 
 Sixty participants were recruited using Amazon Mechanical Turk and were paid $3 for 
participation in the study. All participants were native English speakers living the US with a HIT 
approval rating of 95% or higher. Participants were forbidden from participating in more than 
one experiment and were randomly assigned to either the early or late group. The experiment 
was hosted by Ibex Farm. 
3.1.2 Materials 
 The nationality adjective cue occurred in the subject NP of all RR trials in the first two 
blocks (4a) and all MV trials in the third block (4c). To distinguish between any effect caused by 
the mere presence of the adjective as opposed to its category, all MV trials in the first two blocks 
contained a non-nationality adjective of appearance or personality (4d) as did the RR trials in the 
third block (4b). All critical trials were followed by a comprehension question containing the 
adjective used in the subject NP of the trial itself (4e). 
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 (4a) RR:CUE: The American child fed the chicken smacked his lips. 
 (4b) RR:NULL: The silly child fed the chicken smacked his lips. 
 (4c) MV:CUE: The American child fed the chicken some bread crumbs. 
 (4d) MV:NULL: The silly child fed the chicken some bread crumbs. 
 (4e) Did the (American/silly) child feed the chicken? 
 Table 5 below shows the block design for the experiment and the number of both filler 
and critical trials per block. Similar to Experiment 1, Block 2 and Block 3 were identical across 
groups with Block 1 consisting of only fillers for the late group and only critical trials for the 
early group. 
Table 5. 
 
3.1.3 Procedure 
 The procedure for Experiment 2 was identical to that of Experiment 1. 
3.2 RESULTS 
3.2.1 Data Cleaning 
 The data were cleaned using the same criteria as in Experiment 1. Participants were 
removed from analysis if their overall accuracy for comprehension questions following filler 
items was less than 80%, resulting in a loss of 8 participants. Reading times were removed from 
Exp. 2 Design Block 1 - RC Cue Block 2 - RC Cue Block 3 - MV Cue
Early Group 16 RC, 16 MV 10 RC, 10 MV, 20 Fillers 10 RC, 10 MV, 20 Filler
Late Group 32 Fillers 10 RC, 10 MV, 20 Fillers 10 RC, 10 MV, 20 Filler
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analysis if they were faster than 120 msec or slower than 2.5 standard deviations above the mean 
by participant, resulting in a loss of 776 observations (2% of reading time data). Response times 
were removed from analysis if they were faster than 1000 msec or slower than 10,000 msec, 
resulting in a loss of 272 observations (20% of response time data). 
3.2.2 Reading Time Analyses 
 All analyses were run using linear mixed effects models in the lme4 package in R. 
Reading times were log-transformed during analysis due to their abnormal distribution. Four sets 
of models were run first with maximum random effects structures and then modified until the 
model converged by eliminating random effects with the least contribution to the model. Fixed 
effects included a combination of Structure (RR or MV) and Group or Block depending on the 
analysis, as well as Word Length. Random effects for all analyses included random slopes and 
intercepts by Item and Participant. For each of the four research questions, reading times were 
analyzed at the disambiguating word, the spillover word, and a combined region consisting of the 
disambiguating word and the following two spillover words. Full sentence reading times were 
also analyzed. The results from the 16 models can be found below in Table 6.  
 Analyses for early group adaptation from Block 1 to Block 2 revealed the predicted main 
effect of Structure in the spillover region (estimate = .103, t = 3.687, p = .001). Additionally, 
there was a main effect of Block found at the disambiguating word (estimate = .094, t = 3.632, p 
= .001), the combined critical region (estimate = -.081, t = -2.998, p = .004), and full sentence 
reading times (estimate = -1.01, t  = -4.768, p < .001), showing faster reading times in Block 2 
than in Block 1 across Structure levels. Crucially, no interaction reached significance, suggesting 
cue-dependent adaptation did not occur online across the first two blocks for the early group. 
Analyses for Block 2 between-group effects revealed a main effect of Type at the spillover word 
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(estimate = .109, t = 2.624, p = .017), but no interaction reached significance, suggesting the 
early group had no advantage over the late group in processing RR structures. Analyses for  
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Table 6. 
  
Exp. 2 RT Analyses Disamb. Word Spillover Word Critical Region Sentence
Estimate t  Value p Value Estimate t Value p Value Estimate t Value p  Value Estimate t  Value p  Value
B1 & B2 Early Group
Structure 0.029 1.38 0.174 0.103 3.687 0.001 -0.018 -0.902 0.371 -0.019 -1.599 0.116
Block 0.094 3.632 0.001 0.066 2.146 0.037 -0.081 -2.998 0.004 -0.101 -4.768 <.001
Structure*Block -0.016 -0.465 0.644 0.038 0.791 0.433 -0.005 -0.128 0.899 0.365 0.365 0.717
B2 Between-Group
Structure 0.001 0.657 0.511 0.109 2.624 0.017 -0.015 -0.495 0.626 0.002 0.123 0.903
Group -0.006 -1.571 0.122 -0.056 -0.595 0.555 0.016 0.182 0.856 0.023 0.257 0.799
Structure*Group 0.051 1.33 0.184 -0.011 -0.339 0.735 0.001 -0.024 0.981 <.001 -0.004 0.997
B3 Early Group
Structure 0.009 0.339 0.738 -0.161 -5.91 <.001 0.074 3.414 0.002 0.004 0.393 0.699
Group -0.028 -0.286 0.776 -0.03 -0.33 0.743 0.011 0.37 0.713 0.059 0.647 0.521
Structure*Group 0.032 1.154 0.249 0.005 0.129 0.898 0.028 1.141 0.259 0.011 0.662 0.508
B2 & B3 Early Group
Structure 0.017 0.761 0.451 0.143 4.912 <.001 0.054 -2.595 0.013 0.007 0.803 0.425
Block 0.03 1.135 0.266 0.022 0.822 0.417 -0.033 -1.231 0.224 0.013 0.707 0.485
Structure*Block 0.028 0.879 0.385 -0.059 -1.095 0.28 -0.069 -1.569 0.124 -0.007 -0.333 0.74
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Block 3 between-group effects revealed main effects of Structure at the spillover word (estimate 
= -.161, t = -5.91, p < .001) and the combined critical region (estimate = .074, t = 3.414, p = 
.002). No interaction reached significance, suggesting the early group had no disadvantage in 
processing RR structures compared with the late group after cue-reversal. Analyses for early 
group penalty from Block 2 to Block 3 revealed a main effect of ambiguity at the spillover word 
(estimate = .143, t = 4.912, p < .001) and the combined critical region (β = .054, t = -2.595, p = 
.013), but the interaction did not reach significance. Together, these results suggest an inability to 
adapt to RR GP structures after repeated, cue-dependent exposure. 
3.2.3 Accuracy Analyses 
Table 7. 
 
All accuracy analyses were conducted using the lme4 package in R with logistic mixed effects 
models. Models began with a maximal random effects structure and were then modified to allow 
for the model to converge by eliminating random effects with the least contribution to the model. 
Exp. 2 Accuracy Analyses
Estimate z Value p Value
B1 & B2 Early Group
Structure -3.63 -9.019 <.001
Block -0.672 -1.81 0.07
Structure*Block -1.053 -1.424 0.155
B2 Between-Group
Structure -7.491 -2.849 0.004
Group 0.974 0.808 0.419
Structure*Group 1.962 0.856 0.392
B3 Early Group
Structure -2.347 0.673 <.001
Group 0.88 0.634 0.165
Structure*Group 1.507 1.084 0.164
B2 & B3 Early Group
Structure -2.801 -6.354 <.001
Block 0.416 0.71 0.478
Structure*Block -1.221 -1.427 0.154
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Fixed effects included Structure and either Group or Block depending on the analysis. Random 
effects included random slopes and intercepts for Participants and for Item. 
 Figure 3 below shows mean accuracy scores for all analyses and Table 7 shows results 
from those analyses. A main effect of Structure was expected and found in the early group across 
the first two blocks (estimate = -3.63, z = -9.109, p < .001), suggesting that RR structures are 
initially more difficult to process than MV structures. This main effect of Structure carried over 
to the between-group Block 2 analysis (estimate = -7.491, z = -2.849, p = .004), between-group 
Block 3 analysis (estimate = -2.347, z = .673, p < .001), and early group Block 3 to Block 4 
analysis (estimate = -2.801, z = -6.354, p < .001); however, no significant interactions were  
found. Together, these results suggest cue-dependent expectation adaptation to RR GP structures 
does not manifest itself in offline measures of sentence comprehension.  
3.2.4 Response Time Analyses 
 Response time analyses were conducted using the lme4 package in R using linear mixed 
effects models. Log-transformed response times were used in all models. Models were built with 
maximal random effects structures and then modified until the model converged by eliminating 
random effects with the least contribution to the model. Fixed effects included Structure and 
either Group or Block depending on the analysis. Random effects included random slopes and 
intercepts for Participant and Item. 
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Table 8. 
 
 Table 8 shows the results from response time analyses and Figure 4 shows mean raw 
response times for the four research questions. A main effect of Structure was found (estimate = 
.137, t = 3.304, p = .003), wherein early group participants responded more quickly to RR trials 
than for MV trials across the first two blocks. The Block 2 between-group analysis showed a 
main effect of Structure (estimate = .114, t = 2.573, p = .02), with participants answering 
questions more quickly following MV trials than RR trials. This persisted in the Block 3 
between-group analysis with a main effect in the same direction (estimate = .175, t = 3.316, p < 
.003). The early group analysis between Blocks 2 and 3 revealed no significant effects. Together, 
these data may reflect a growing uncertainty associated with RR trials independent of cue-
dependent exposure. 
Exp. 2 Response Time Analyses
Estimate t  Value p Value
Question 1
Structure 0.137 3.304 0.003
Block 0.049 0.914 0.374
Structure*Block 0.045 0.512 0.613
Question 2
Structure 0.114 2.573 0.02
Group -0.032 -0.238 0.814
Structure*Group -0.168 -1.931 0.066
Question 3
Structure 0.175 3.316 0.003
Group 0.078 0.611 0.547
Structure*Group -0.071 -0.84 0.404
Question 4
Structure 0.087 1.825 0.069
Block -0.023 -0.496 0.621
Structure*Block -0.094 -0.991 0.322
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3.3 DISCUSSION 
 The results outlined above indicate no expectation adaptation online or offline after cue-
dependent exposure to RR GP structures. Traditional two-stage theories of parsing (e.g., Frazier 
& Fodor, 1978; Frazier & Rayner, 1982, 1987) would predict no effect of semantic content on 
the syntactic parse; however, more recent one-stage (i.e., constraint-based) models (e.g. 
MacDonald & Seidenberg, 1994) and probabilistic models (Jaeger & Snider, 2008) place no such 
restriction on contributions by non-syntactic sources of information to the unfolding syntactic 
parse. The present result suggests co-occurring semantic cues do not affect the parsing of 
difficult garden paths. On the other hand, the null adaptation effects observed in Experiment 2 
could be due to the relatively low salience of nationality adjectives as a viable category for cue-
induced expectation adaptation – it may be too trivial a detail for people to recognize. It remains 
a possibility that more obvious co-occurring cues may instantiate expectation adaptation. 
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CHAPTER 4: EXPERIMENT 3 
 Because the nationality cue from Experiment 2 might not have been salient enough to 
induce syntactic expectation adaptation in participants, a more obvious cue, namely red font, was 
used in Experiment 3 to ensure that the cue was at least being noticed/acknowledged, even if its 
co-occurrence with the structure was not. Although extralinguistic in nature, it seems likely that 
readers a) notice font color faster than a specific category of adjectives, and b) try to find a 
pattern for why only some of the sentences are red while others are not. To this end, the same 
design as Experiment 2 was employed with modified items having no subject NP adjectives and 
being displayed in red font for RR trials in the first two blocks and for MV trials in the last 
block. 
4.1 METHODS 
4.1.1 Participants 
 Sixty participants were recruited again using Amazon Mechanical Turk and were selected 
via the same requirements as the previous two experiments. An additional criterion of color-
sightedness was added to ensure people could reliably see the font color change. Because of 
relatively low accuracy rates in this experiment, an additional 20 participants were tested to 
ensure power remained similar across experiments. 
4.1.2 Materials 
 The first block differed between the early and late group in that the late group did not 
receive RR or MV trials while the early group did. In the first two blocks, all RR trials (5a) were 
in red font while all MV trials (5b) were in black font. In the third block, the fonts switched so 
that MV trials were in red and RR trials in black. Comprehension questions were all in black font 
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to ensure participants did not simply make a connection that red questions were the difficult 
ones, especially since recent work has shown that participants’ performance can be swayed by 
comprehension question format (Christianson & Luke, 2011). If the comprehension questions 
matched the red font color of the cue, it may result in significant effects caused by some task-
based strategy, whereas having all the questions in black font strengthens the likelihood that 
offline expectation adaptations observed in the analyses reflect integration of the cue with the 
structure itself. 
 The design for Experiment 3 mirrored Experiment 2, as can be seen in Table 9 below. 
Table 9. 
 
4.1.3 Procedure 
 The procedure also mirrored Experiment 2 except that breaks between blocks were no 
longer offered. This change was made to eliminate the possibility that expectations in the process 
of becoming cue-dependent somehow ‘reset’ during a break. 
4.2 RESULTS 
4.2.1 Data Cleaning 
 The data were cleaned using the same criteria as in the previous two experiments. Of the 
80 total participants tested, 56 had accuracy rates for filler questions above the 80% cutoff. 
Reading time cleaning resulted in a loss of 984 observations (3.3%). Response time cleaning 
Exp. 3 Design Block 1 - RC Cue Block 2 - RC Cue Block 3 - MV Cue
Early Group 16 RC, 16 MV 10 RC, 10 MV, 20 Fillers 10 RC, 10 MV, 20 Filler
Late Group 32 Fillers 10 RC, 10 MV, 20 Fillers 10 RC, 10 MV, 20 Filler
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resulted in a loss of 1485 observations (47%). Although this loss of data was particularly high, 
the criteria were not changed to stay consistent with previous experiments. Both participant and 
response time data removal were much larger in this experiment than Experiments 1 or 2 – this 
may be due to the red font cue causing participants to think longer about why some sentences 
were red while others were black. 
4.2.2 Reading Time Analyses 
 Reading times were log-transformed and then analyzed using linear mixed effects models 
with the lme4 package in R. Table 10 shows results from all reading time analyses. Models were 
first built with the maximal random effects structure and then modified until the model 
converged by eliminating random effects with the least contribution to the model. Fixed effects 
included Structure and Group or Block depending on the analysis, as well as Word Length. 
Random slopes and intercepts for Item and Participant were also included. 
  For Block 1 to Block 2 early group analyses, main effects of Structure (estimate = .051, t 
= 2.472, p = .017) and Block (estimate = .081, t = 2.56, p = .015) were found at the 
disambiguating word, but no significant interaction was found. Similar main effects were found 
at the spillover word (estimate = .157, t = 6.295, p < .001; estimate = .079, t = 3.848, p < .001), 
combined critical region (estimate = -.069, t = -3.387, p = .001; estimate = -.081, t = -2.92, p = 
.005), and full sentence reading times (estimate = -.147, t = -5.653, p < .001; estimate = -.128, t = 
-3.731, p < .001). Participants read disambiguations of RR trials more slowly than MV trials and 
were overall faster in Block 2. No significant interaction was found. For the between-group 
Block 2 analysis, a main effect of Structure (estimate = -.222, t = -5.113, p < .001) was found at 
the disambiguation region as well as in the spillover region (estimate = -.079, t = -4.052, p <  
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Table 10. 
  
Exp. 3 RT Analyses Disamb. Word Spillover Word Critical Region Sentence
Estimate t  Value p Value Estimate t Value p Value Estimate t Value p  Value Estimate t  Value p  Value
B1 & B2 Early Group
Structure 0.051 2.472 0.017 0.157 6.295 <.001 -0.069 -3.387 0.001 -0.043 -3.546 <.001
Block 0.081 2.56 0.015 0.079 3.848 <.001 -0.081 -2.92 0.005 -0.098 -3.977 <.001
Structure*Block -0.031 -0.816 0.418 0.044 1.05 0.299 0.007 0.195 0.846 -0.031 -1.444 0.155
B2 Between-Group
Structure 0.059 2.239 0.037 0.156 3.597 0.002 0.062 1.897 0.071 -0.079 -4.052 <.001
Group -0.019 -0.25 0.804 -0.012 -0.154 0.878 -0.029 -0.394 0.695 0.018 0.261 0.795
Structure*Group 0.001 0.042 0.967 -0.011 -0.348 0.728 0.002 0.089 0.929 -0.042 -1.741 0.087
B3 Early Group
Structure 0.005 0.148 0.884 -0.151 -6.204 <.001 -0.06 -2.693 0.012 0.009 0.5 0.622
Group 0.003 0.045 0.964 -0.002 -0.023 0.982 0.003 0.043 0.966 0.028 0.413 0.681
Structure*Group 0.01 0.307 0.759 0.027 0.735 0.463 0.045 1.523 0.133 0.02 0.84 0.405
B2 & B3 Early Group
Structure 0.014 -0.57 0.569 -0.142 -5.491 <.001 0.068 3.313 0.002 0.029 1.601 0.11
Block 0.066 -3.092 0.002 -0.037 -1.538 0.132 0.064 2.882 0.006 0.05 2.559 0.011
Structure*Block 0.098 2.133 0.033 -0.025 -0.506 0.616 -0.016 -0.436 0.665 0.056 1.342 0.18
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.001) wherein RR structures were always read more slowly independent of Group. Between-
group Block 3 analyses revealed a main effect of Structure at the spillover region (estimate = -
.151, t = -6.204, p < .001) and the combined critical region (estimate = -.06, t = -2.693, p = .012). 
The analyses across Blocks 2 and 3 for the early group revealed main effects of Structure at the 
spillover word (estimate = -.142, t = -5.491, p < .001) and combined critical region (estimate = 
.068, t = 3.313, p =.002) and Block at the disambiguating word (estimate = -.066, t = -3.092, p = 
.002) and combined critical region (estimate = .064, t = 2.882, p = .006). A significant interaction 
was found at the disambiguating word (estimate = .098, t = 2.133, p = .033) but showed further 
facilitation of the RR structure, not a penalty after the cue-reversal, suggesting any speed-ups in 
reading times may be syntactic satiation effects rather than adaptation. This is backed up by a 
main effect of Block for full sentence reading times (estimate = .05, t = 2.559, p = .011). The 
reading time results therefore do not reveal cue-dependent expectation adaptation in any of the 
four sets of analyses. 
4.2.3 Accuracy Analyses 
 All accuracy analyses were conducted using the lme4 package in R with logistic mixed 
effects models. Models began with a maximal random effects structure and were then modified 
until the model converged by eliminating random effects with the least contribution to the model. 
Fixed effects included Structure and either Group or Block depending on the analysis. Random 
effects included random slopes and intercepts for Participants and for Trial.  
 Figure 5 shows mean accuracy scores for all analyses and Table 11 shows results from 
the accuracy analyses. Main effects of Type (estimate = -5.161, z = -8.331, p < .001) and Block 
(estimate = -4.546, z = -3.19, p = .001) were found but the interaction did not reach significance 
for early group analyses across Blocks 1 and 2. Between-group Block 2 analyses also revealed  
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Table 11. 
 
main effects of Type (estimate = 3.917, z = 4.062, p < .001) and Group (estimate = -2.481, z = -
3.4, p < .001) but no significant interaction. For between-group Block 3 analyses, main effects of 
Type (estimate = 3.802, z = 4.224, p < .001) and Group (estimate = -1.438, z = -2.787, p = .005), 
were found, as well as a significant interaction (estimate = 2.269, z = 2.275, p = .023) wherein 
RR comprehension questions were answered correctly more in the early exposure group than in 
the early exposure group (the predicted effect was in the opposite direction since adaptation 
should lead the early group to have problems with answering RR questions after cue-reversal). 
This further facilitation, as opposed to the predicted penalty, for RR items follows the same 
pattern observed in full-sentence reading times, strengthening the evidence for a syntactic 
satiation account rather than adaptation. Finally, the analysis between Blocks 2 and 3 for the 
early group revealed main effects of Type (estimate = 4.176, t = 6.583, p < .001) and Block 
Exp. 3 Accuracy Analyses
Estimate z Value p Value
B1 & B2 Early Group
Structure -5.161 -8.331 <.001
Block -4.546 -3.19 0.001
Structure*Block -0.068 -0.058 0.954
B2 Between-Group
Structure 3.917 4.062 <.001
Group -2.481 -3.4 <.001
Structure*Group 1.685 1.326 0.185
B3 Early Group
Structure 3.802 4.224 <.001
Group -1.438 -2.787 0.005
Structure*Group 2.269 2.275 0.023
B2 & B3 Early Group
Structure 4.176 6.583 <.001
Block -2.551 -2.478 0.013
Structure*Block -1.305 -1.135 0.257
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(estimate = -2.551, t = -2.478, p = .013) but no significant interaction. Together, these results 
suggest no cue-dependent offline strategy indicative of syntactic adaptation. 
4.2.4 Response Time Analyses 
 All response times were log-transformed before analysis. Results from the analyses are 
outlined in Table 12. Linear mixed effects models were built with maximized random effects 
structures and then modified until the model converged by eliminating random effects with the 
least contribution to the model. Fixed effects included Structure and Group or Block along with 
their interaction. Random slopes and intercepts for Item and Participant were implemented. 
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Table 12. 
 
 Figure 6 shows mean raw response times for all analyses. The analysis for early group 
Blocks 1 and 2 revealed main effects of Type (estimate = .248, t = 5.739, p < .001) and Block 
(estimate = .091, t = 2.205, p = .032) wherein responses to MV trial questions across blocks and 
Block 2 trials across structures were faster, but no significant interaction was found. The 
between-group Block 2 analysis revealed a main effect of Type (estimate = .206, t = 4.849, p <. 
001) that persisted through the between-group Block 3 analysis (estimate = .169, t = 3.843, p < 
.001) and early group Blocks 2 and 3 analysis (estimate = .167, t = 4.127, p < .001), wherein 
Exp. 3 Response Time Analyses
Estimate t  Value p Value
Question 1
Structure 0.248 5.739 <.001
Block 0.091 2.205 0.032
Structure*Block 0.124 1.506 0.139
Question 2
Structure 0.206 4.849 <.001
Group -0.138 -1.985 0.052
Structure*Group -0.037 0.579 0.568
Question 3
Structure 0.169 3.843 <.001
Group -0.069 -1.086 0.282
Structure*Group -0.02 -0.389 0.698
Question 4
Structure 0.167 4.127 <.001
Block -0.018 -0.433 0.668
Structure*Block 0.009 0.129 0.898
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responses to RR trials were always slower across Groups and across Blocks, but no significant 
interactions were found. 
4.3 DISCUSSION 
 Once again, no significant interactions were observed in the above analyses that would 
point towards cue-dependent adaptation to the RR structure. The data seem to indicate 
facilitation of RR structures after cue-reversal, suggesting that something in the red font cue may 
have made the task more difficult. It therefore seems likely that participants did notice the cue 
but may not have made the connection that it co-occurred with RR structures in the first two 
blocks or merely associated red font color with some sort of abstract difficulty. Coupled with the 
results from Experiment 2, it seems that contrastive co-occurrence cues do not seem to aid in 
probabilistically-motivated syntactic expectation adaptation. 
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CHAPTER 5: BAYESIAN ANALYSES 
 Recent studies have begun using Bayesian measures for post hoc analyses after more 
traditional frequentist methods like ANOVA or Linear Mixed Effects Models yield null results. 
Since these measures give researchers a categorical yes/no response of significance, an analysis 
measuring the magnitude of the probability for null effects may be prudent (Ostarek, 2019). To 
this end, Bayesian follow-up analyses were conducted using the brms function in R which, 
through the hypothesis function, allows for the creation of credible intervals (CI) and Bayes 
Factors (BF) (Wagenmakers, Lodewyckx, Kuriyal, & Grasman, 2010). The BF is computed 
through an evidence ratio which compares an interaction model favoring the null model over one 
that favors the alternative model; therefore, increasing BF values can be interpreted as growing 
probability that the null model better accounts for the data (over 100 being considered very 
strong evidence for the null model). 
 Due to the abnormal distribution, reading times were log transformed for all Bayesian 
analyses. The brms package in R was used particularly because the same models used for the 
mixed effects models in all the experiments could be directly examined again. Before analysis, 
the brms package requires prior distribution estimations of the data. Usually, this is taken from 
previous experiments of similar design, but since our analyses failed to replicate Fine et al.’s 
findings, a uniform prior was selected instead of one derived from their data. The prior 
distribution for the intercept was always centered around the mean of log-transformed reading 
times and followed the models with maximal random effects used in the previous experiments. 
 Results from the Bayesian analyses are presented in Table 13. For all experiments, early 
group adaptation to RR structures (Question 1 and Question 2 reading times) was analyzed. 
Experiment 1 Bayesian analyses also examined the penalty for ambiguous MVs after exposure 
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for the early group (Question 3), whereas Experiment 2 and Experiment 3 Bayesian analyses 
examined the penalty for RR verbs across Blocks 2 and 3 for the early group (Question 4). All 
effects examined revealed minimal evidence for any interaction (BF’s > 100). Figure 7 shows 
distributions with the 95% Highest Density Interval (HDI) and the Region of Practical 
Equivalence (ROPE) for each of the principal research questions. In order for there to be a 
reliable probability for the alternative hypothesis, the entire 95% HDI should reside outside of 
ROPE. If the 95% HDI lies within ROPE, evidence is too minimal to reject the null hypothesis 
(Kruschke, 2014). As can be seen in Figure 7, the 95% HDI never falls outside of ROPE, 
meaning there is consistently insufficient evidence for rejecting the null hypothesis; this pattern 
can be seen for all Bayesian analyses across experiments. These results confirm the null results 
found in this study. 
Table 13. 
 
Bayesian Hypothesis Testing
Estimate Error Credible Interval Evidence Ratio Posterior Probability
Experiment 1
B1 & B2 Interaction -0.04 0.04 -.11 , .04 123.13 0.99
B2 Interaction -0.04 0.03 -.1, .02 120.49 0.99
B3 Interaction -0.01 0.04 -.09, .06 184.1 0.99
Experiment 2
B1 & B2 Interaction -0.01 0.04 -.09, .07 195.45 0.99
B2 Interaction 0 0 -.06, .06 257.83 1
B3 & B4 Interaction -0.07 0.05 -.17, .02 61.61 0.98
Experiment 3
B1 & B2 Interaction 0.01 0.04 -.06, .08 246.34 1
B2 Interaction 0 0.03 -.05, .06 302.87 1
B3 & B4 Interaction -0.02 0.04   0.1, .06 195.6 0.99
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Note: The Penalty Interaction refers to Early Group Block 2 & 3 Analysis across all 
experiments. 
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CHAPTER 6: GENERAL DISCUSSION 
 Whether rapid expectation adaptation to syntactic structures reliably occurs after repeated 
exposure to a priori less frequent disambiguations remains largely undecided. Multiple 
replications and replication failures have tried teasing apart exactly what factors play a role in 
allowing for adaptation and to what extent any adaptation effects found generalize to real-world 
language learning and use (Kaan & Chun, 2018). One reason for this study’s inability to find 
even early group adaptation to RR structures after repeated exposure may be due to its relatively 
low power (Harrington-Stack et al., 2018), or also due to the effect’s low reliability in 
experimental settings. Three main questions stand out given the results from this study; namely, 
1) What theories of adaptation best fit the data?; 2) Can these data be generalized to other 
ambiguous syntactic structures with varying frequency distributions?; and 3) What other 
methods may be used to better address these questions? 
 In recent years there have been several main competing theories concerning syntactic 
priming and adaptation. The three models in this discussion include the ACT-R model (Reitter, 
Keller, & Moore, 2011), Error-Based Models (Chang, Dell, & Bock, 2006; Chang, Janciauskas, 
& Fritz, 2012), and Belief-Updating models (Qian, Jaeger, & Aslin, 2012). The ACT-R model is 
based on logarithmic learning and is also considered a representational account of syntactic 
adaptation effects. In this model, every instance of a syntactic structure raises the base-level of 
activation for said structure, making it easier for later retrieval. Although this model fits with 
adaptation to structures like GP sentences, it fails to account for adaptation to never-before-
learned structures (Kaschak & Glenberg, 2004; Fraundorf & Jaeger, 2016). The Dual Path model 
posits that error signals are recorded in memory and the strength of the error signal increases 
with each instance. For example, if the MV continuation is predicted by the reader, but they 
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instead encounter a RR continuation, then this will be computed as an error. The more this 
happens, the more habituated to this error the parser becomes, leading to a change in expectation 
preference. A more probabilistic, or Bayesian, group of accounts, namely Belief-Updating 
models, argue that readers implicitly track binary frequency distributions and update their prior 
beliefs given contradictory input. Although both models argue for a change in expectations 
leading to adaptation, the Bayesian models specifically rely upon the assumption that if X and Y 
are the only possibilities, then an increase in (P|X) necessitates a decrease in (P|Y). 
 A failure first to replicate adaptation effects and then to use contrastive cue-dependent 
exposure for adaptation may be taken to indicate a problem in belief-updating models. However, 
even high-powered replication studies have been able to at least find some evidence for 
facilitation of RR structures after repeated exposure (Harrington-Stack et al., 2018). Remaining 
agnostic as to whether this is due to adaptation to syntactic structures, adaptation to memory-
processes related to sentence processing (Chang et al., 2006), or syntactic satiation, it seems 
plausible that a facilitation of RR structures after exposure may not necessitate a processing cost 
for MV structures: the increase in (P|X) may not lead to a decrease in (P|Y), at least in the 
parsing mechanism. The data from these three experiments then seem to suggest that expectation 
adaptation may not be taking place; rather, there may be some mitigation of the error signal 
overtime, suggesting any adaptation effects are indicative of processing facilitation after 
encountering the target structure rather than of predictive processes. 
 There exist many other difficult syntactic structures that have been utilized in adaptation 
studies, like other GP structures (Kaan, Futch, Fuertes, & Mujcinovic, 2018), filler-gap 
dependencies (Atkinson, 2016), and novel syntactic structures like the needs washed 
construction (Fraundorf & Jaeger, 2016), but results from these studies also reveal a mixed 
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pattern. One important consideration when researching syntactic expectation adaptation is 
whether and to what extent the frequency of the less-expected or difficult structure affects the 
likelihood or attainability of adaptation effects. The “inverse frequency effect” from priming 
studies (Scheepers, 2003), argues that syntactic ambiguities with more lopsided frequency 
distributions should lead to greater adaptation effects since the error signal will be larger than for 
more frequent disfavored continuations. Coordinating noun phrase (NP)/sentential complement 
(S) GP structures like used by Kaan et al. (2018) may be the best tool for testing this hypothesis, 
especially given that they found that native English speakers showed adaptation effects for this 
structure and not to filler-gap structures. If reliable adaptation effects can be found in a more 
evenly distributed binary frequency distribution like in NP/S GP structures while not reliably 
found in structures with more lopsided distributions like RR/MV GP structures, this may provide 
evidence for belief-updating models that rely on more flexible interpretations for adaptation to 
occur. 
 Additionally, other experimental methods may prove beneficial in teasing apart these 
competing theories and in exploring the generalizability of these single-trial, experimental 
findings to real-world linguistic communication. One potential issue with many previous studies 
is that floor effects could potentially mask adaptation effects in self-paced reading tasks (Prasad 
& Linzen, 2019). More work with different behavioral and/or (electro)physiological measures 
could prove fruitful as a complement to existing studies. Another important factor to consider in 
these experiments is the utility function of prediction (Kuperberg & Jaeger, 2016). Simply 
reading sentences on a computer screen may not provide an adequately pressured environment 
for the reader to use exposure-based cues to adapt their expectations, even with the presence of 
comprehension questions. Future work exploring the relationship between communicative 
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necessity and ambiguity resolution in reading can shed light on this property of syntactic 
processing. 
 To conclude, the main question in this study was whether co-occurring cues could help 
induce syntactic expectation adaptation. Although the present null results – along with others in 
the literature – cannot rule out the ability of the syntactic parser to utilize probabilistic 
information to expect, and consequently more effectively parse, difficult structures, they do 
require us to continue to stringently test predictions made by probabilistic Bayesian models of 
language processing. Additional work with cues occurring with other types of structures needs to 
be done to determine how specific these findings are to different ambiguous syntactic structures. 
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APPENDIX A: STIMULI 
Experiment 1 Stimuli 
Item_Name Ambiguit
y List 
Sentence  Comprehension Question 
1_Am_1 RCA The kitchen staff served in the 
cafeteria got very sleepy.  
Did the staff do the 
serving? 
1_Un_1 RCB The kitchen staff who were 
served in the cafeteria got very 
sleepy. 
Did the staff do the 
serving? 
1_FF_1 NA Each of the divers had a strict 
regimen so that they would be 
prepared for the swim meet. 
Did the divers do the 
preparing? 
1_Am_2 RCB The young technician taught the 
computer program caught on 
right away. 
Did the technician do the 
teaching? 
1_Un_2 RCA The young technician who was 
taught the computer program 
caught on right away. 
Did the technician do the 
teaching? 
1_FF_2 NA Many of the soldiers were 
looking forward to going home 
for the winter holidays. 
Were the soldiers looking 
forward to something? 
1_Am_3 RCA The young children watched in 
the hallway were scared of the 
adults. 
Did the children do the 
watching? 
1_Un_3 RCB The young children who were 
watched in the hallway were 
scared of the adults. 
Did the children do the 
watching? 
1_FF_3 NA The people downtown are 
frustrated by the lack of 
available parking. 
Are the people downtown 
frustrated? 
1_Am_4 RCB The thoughtless colleagues 
assigned the intern made a 
mistake. 
Did the colleagues do the 
assigning? 
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1_Un_4 RCA The thoughtless colleagues who 
were assigned the intern made a 
mistake. 
Did the colleagues do the 
assigning? 
1_FF_4 NA The leader of the gambling ring 
was always mistrustful of his 
bodyguards. 
Did the leader mistrust 
anyone? 
1_Am_5 RCA The silly boys heckled during the 
play left the auditorium quickly. 
Did the boys do the 
heckling? 
1_Un_5 RCB The silly boys who were heckled 
during the play left the 
auditorium quickly. 
Did the boys do the 
heckling? 
1_FF_5 NA The university students 
sometimes move into the 
dormitories as early as August. 
Did the students move in 
early? 
1_Am_6 RCB Several angry workers warned 
about low wages decided to file 
complaints. 
Did the workers give the 
warning? 
1_Un_6 RCA Several angry workers who were 
warned about low wages decided 
to file complaints. 
Did the workers give the 
warning? 
1_FF_6 NA The runners were in much 
better shape in the Fall than in 
the Winter. 
Were the runners in better 
shape in the Fall? 
1_Am_7 RCA The mailman delivered the 
package opened it the next day. 
Did the mailman do the 
delivering? 
1_Un_7 RCB The mailman who was delivered 
the packaged opened it the next 
day. 
Did the mailman do the 
delivering? 
1_FF_7 NA The parents completely 
disagreed with the new 
regulations. 
Did the parents do the 
disagreeing? 
1_Am_8 RCB The frightened kid pushed 
through the crowd got separated 
from Jane. 
Did the kid do the 
pushing? 
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1_Un_8 RCA The frightened kid who was 
pushed through the crowd got 
separated from Jane. 
Did the kid do the 
pushing? 
1_FF_8 NA The wealthy bankers liked to 
frequent the bars downtown. 
Did the bankers frequent 
places downtown? 
1_Am_9 RCA The messenger delivered the 
package refused to give a 
signature. 
Did the messenger do the 
delivering? 
1_Un_9 RCB The messenger who was 
delivered the package refused to 
give a signature. 
Did the messenger do the 
delivering? 
1_FF_9 NA The roofer got a terrible 
sunburn from being outside all 
day. 
Did the roofer stay outside 
all day? 
1_Am_10 RCB An impatient shopper pushed 
through the doors complained to 
the manager. 
Did the shopper do the 
pushing? 
1_Un_10 RCA An impatient shopper who was 
pushed through the doors 
complained to the manager. 
Did the shopper do the 
pushing? 
1_FF_10 NA The priceless ceramic sculpture 
had to sit on the top shelf of the 
lawyer's office. 
Did the sculpture sit 
inside? 
1_Am_11 RCA The experienced soldiers warned 
about the dangers conducted the 
midnight raid. 
Did the soldiers give the 
warning? 
1_Un_11 RCB The experienced soldiers who 
were warned about the dangers 
conducted the midnight raid. 
Did the soldiers give the 
warning? 
1_FF_11 NA The university's math courses 
were among the nation's most 
rigorous. 
Did the university offer 
math courses? 
1_Am_12 RCB The candidate announced at the 
ceremony lost the election. 
Did the candidate make an 
announcement? 
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1_Un_12 RCA The candidate who was 
announced at the ceremony lost 
the election. 
Did the candidate make an 
announcement? 
1_FF_12 NA The company's health plan did 
not cover even the most basic 
health services. 
Did the health plan not 
cover everything? 
1_Am_13 RCA The six volunteers taught the 
complicated procedure became 
very good students. 
Did the volunteers do the 
teaching? 
1_Un_13 RCB The six volunteers who were 
taught the complicated 
procedure became very good 
students. 
Did the volunteers do the 
teaching? 
1_FF_13 NA Cameron's French class went on 
a trip to Paris one summer to 
improve their language skills. 
Did the class go on a trip? 
1_Am_14 RCB The evil genie served the golden 
figs went into a trance. 
Did the genie do the 
serving? 
1_Un_14 RCA The evil genie who was served 
the golden figs went into a 
trance. 
Did the genie do the 
serving? 
1_FF_14 NA Max's wedding had to be 
rescheduled because of a 
hurricane. 
Did Max reschedule? 
1_Am_15 RCA The new president announced 
last week begins his job soon. 
Did the president make an 
announcement? 
1_Un_15 RCB The new president who was 
announced last week begins his 
job soon. 
Did the president make an 
announcement? 
1_FF_15 NA The unpopular anthropology 
professor was finally going to 
retire. 
Was the professor going to 
retire? 
1_Am_16 RCB The adviser assigned the student 
forgot his pencil at home. 
Did the adviser do the 
assigning? 
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1_Un_16 RCA The adviser who was assigned 
the student forgot his pencil at 
home. 
Did the adviser do the 
assigning? 
1_FF_16 NA The cyclist wanted to train 
throughout the Winter so he 
moved to Hawaii. 
Did the cyclist move? 
2_F_17 NA The term papers from the 
previous semester were 
beginning to accumulate on the 
teacher's desk. 
Were the papers kept at a 
low number? 
2_F_18 NA The shoppers love to spend all 
day at the mall on the weekends. 
Do the shoppers love 
spending time at the mall? 
2_Am_19 A The eager bartender served the 
fried snacks worked till past 
midnight. 
Did the bartender do the 
serving? 
2_Un_19 B The eager bartender who was 
served the fried snacks worked 
till past midnight. 
Did the bartender do the 
serving? 
2_F_20 NA The coffee shop was a popular 
hangout for political activists. 
Was the shop unpopular? 
2_Am_21 B The experienced chef warned 
about the stove burnt his hand 
anyway. 
Did the chef give the 
warning? 
2_Un_21 A The experienced chef who was 
warned about the stove burnt his 
hand anyway. 
Did the chef give the 
warning? 
2_F_22 NA The school principal had to 
work constantly all summer 
dealing with paperwork. 
Did the principal do the 
working? 
2_F_23 NA The lawnmower did not always 
function properly when the 
grass was wet. 
Did the lawnmower 
function improperly when 
wet? 
2_F_24 NA The new student disappeared 
after only three days of school. 
Did the student 
disappear? 
2_Am_25 A The hikers delivered the supplies 
sat down for a good meal. 
Did the hikers do the 
delivering? 
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2_Un_25 B The hikers who were delivered 
the supplies sat down for a good 
meal. 
Did the hikers do the 
delivering? 
2_F_26 NA The storekeepers were afraid 
that riots would ensue after the 
hometeam won the tournament. 
Were the storekeepers 
afraid of their team 
losing? 
2_F_27 NA The real estate agent blundered 
when he revealed the house's 
plumbing problems. 
Did the agent do the 
blundering? 
2_F_28 NA The library was open to all 
members of the community since 
it was supported by tax dollars. 
Did the taxpayers do the 
supporting? 
2_Am_29 B The senator assigned the 
secretary could not remember 
her name. 
Did the senator do the 
assigning? 
2_Un_29 A The senator who was assigned 
the secretary could not 
remember her name. 
Did the senator do the 
assigning? 
2_F_30 NA The physics professor at the 
university was finally going to 
retire. 
Did the professor teach 
physics? 
2_F_31 NA The landscaper never boasted of 
his achievements. 
Did the landscaper do the 
boasting? 
2_F_32 NA The dance troupe came to set up 
their equipment. 
Did the troupe do the 
setting up? 
2_Am_33 A Some rescue workers warned 
about the avalanche decided to 
stand by. 
Did the workers give the 
warning? 
2_Un_33 B Some rescue workers who were 
warned about the avalanche 
decided to stand by. 
Did the workers give the 
warning? 
2_F_34 NA The chess match lasted for hours 
and finally ended in a stalemate. 
Did the match end? 
2_F_35 NA The street lamps usually came 
on automatically just before 
dark. 
Did the lamps come on? 
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2_Am_36 B The children explained the plan 
refused to obey. 
Did the children do the 
explaining? 
2_Un_36 A The children who were 
explained the plan refused to 
obey. 
Did the children do the 
explaining? 
2_F_37 NA The foreign ambassadors 
arrived at the meeting 
surrounded by security guards. 
Did the ambassadors do 
the surrounding? 
2_Am_38 A The childish employees served 
the hot dogs got a stomach ache. 
Did the employees do the 
serving? 
2_Un_38 B The childish employees who 
were served the hot dogs got a 
stomach ache. 
Did the employees do the 
serving? 
2_F_39 NA Many of the city cops refuse to 
work in the rough parts of town. 
Did the city cops do the 
refusing? 
2_F_40 NA The car salesman waited 
anxiously for more customers. 
Did the salesman do the 
waiting? 
2_Am_41 B The nervous wrestler pushed 
through the crowd hadn't seen 
his opponent. 
Did the wrestler do the 
pushing? 
2_Un_41 A The nervous wrestler who was 
pushed through the crowd 
hadn't seen his opponent. 
Did the wrestler do the 
pushing? 
2_F_42 NA All the guitarists learned to play 
when they were teenagers. 
Did the guitarists learn to 
play before adulthood? 
2_Am_43 A A small child fed the chicken 
smacked his lips. 
Did the child do the 
feeding? 
2_Un_43 B A small child who was fed the 
chicken smacked his lips. 
Did the child do the 
feeding? 
2_F_44 NA The angry customers decided to 
leave the restaurant. 
Did the customers stay? 
2_Am_45 B The computer programmers 
called about the problem knew 
what to do. 
Did the programmers do 
the calling? 
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2_Un_45 A The computer programmers 
who were called about the 
problem knew what to do. 
Did the programmers do 
the calling? 
2_F_46 NA The girls on the basketball team 
tried to practice all Summer. 
Did the girls try to 
practice? 
3_F_47 NA The children in the park could 
be heard three blocks away. 
Were the children quiet? 
3_Am_48 A The cook delivered the recipe 
before trying to take a nice long 
nap. 
Did the cook do the 
delivering? 
3_Un_48 B The cook followed the recipe 
before trying to take a nice long 
nap. 
Did the cook follow the 
recipe? 
3_F_49 NA The power plant deserved more 
attention from the candidates 
during the election. 
Was the power plant 
deserving of more 
attention? 
3_F_50 NA The quilts were sold by the side 
of the road for ten dollars. 
Did the grocery store do 
the selling? 
3_Am_51 B The drunk tourists assigned the 
scavenger hunt item to the 
teams. 
Did the tourists do the 
calling? 
3_Un_51 A The drunk tourists gave the 
scavenger hunt item to the 
teams. 
Did the tourists do the 
giving? 
3_F_52 NA The pilots flew over the city 
where they had just had a 
wonderful weekend. 
Did the pilots do the 
flying? 
3_Am_53 A The experienced waitress served 
the grilled chicken in the nice 
restaurant. 
Did the waitress do the 
serving? 
3_Un_53 B The experienced waitress ate the 
grilled chicken in the nice 
restaurant. 
Did the waitress do the 
eating? 
3_F_54 NA The prisoners were unable to 
cross the field without being 
seen. 
Did the prisoners go 
undetected? 
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3_Am_55 B The sleepy volunteers served the 
hot soup in the aid station. 
Did the volunteers do the 
serving? 
3_Un_55 A The sleepy volunteers ate the hot 
soup in the aid station. 
Did the volunteers do the 
eating? 
3_F_56 NA Each of the cab drivers had their 
own favorite route to get to the 
airport. 
Were the routes different? 
3_Am_57 A The aging professors warned 
about the midterm just before 
Fall break. 
Did the professors give the 
warning? 
3_Un_57 B The aging professors spoke 
about the midterm just before 
Fall break. 
Did the professors do the 
speaking? 
3_F_58 NA The new student caught 
everyone's attention when he 
came into the room. 
Did the student fly under 
the radar? 
3_Am_59 B The candidate announced on the 
news his intent to run again. 
Did the candidate make an 
announcement? 
3_Un_59 A The candidate repeated on the 
news his intent to run again. 
Did the candidate do the 
repeating? 
3_F_60 NA The valuable lamp was broken 
by the mischievous boy. 
Did the boy do the 
breaking? 
3_F_61 NA All the undergraduates in the 
class had trouble keeping up. 
Did the undergraduates 
find the class to be easy? 
3_Am_62 A The frantic shopper pushed 
through the door to find her kid. 
Did the shopper do the 
pushing? 
3_Un_62 B The frantic shopper went 
through the door to find her kid. 
Did the shopper go 
through the door? 
3_F_63 NA The package never arrived 
despite many complaints. 
Did the package arrive? 
3_Am_64 B The child fed the chicken some 
bread crumbs off the floor. 
Did the child do the 
feeding? 
3_Un_64 A The child gave the chicken some 
bread crumbs off the floor. 
Did the child do the 
giving? 
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3_F_65 NA The engineers at the plant had to 
wear helmets when they went 
near the machines. 
Were helmets optional? 
3_Am_66 A The pawnshop owner told the 
rules to the customers. 
Did the owner do the 
telling? 
3_Un_66 B The pawnshop owner gave the 
rules to the customers. 
Did the owner do the 
giving? 
3_F_67 NA The new experiment was the 
source of a great deal of 
excitement in the lab. 
Did the new experiment 
bore the lab? 
3_Am_68 B The cotton farmers warned 
about the bad floods just before 
harvest time. 
Did the farmers give the 
warning? 
3_Un_68 A The cotton farmers talked about 
the bad floods just before 
harvest time. 
Did the farmers do the 
talking? 
3_F_69 NA The eccentric professor always 
inspired his students to think 
critically about their work. 
Did the professor 
discourage his students? 
3_F_70 NA The former drug addict's 
memoirs were met with critical 
acclaim. 
Did the critics like the 
book? 
3_F_71 NA The laptops were too expensive 
for most of the students. 
Were the laptops cheap? 
1_F_1 
 
The cat chased the mouse. Did the mouse do the 
chasing? 
1_F_2 
 
The hungry animal ate the 
human food. 
Did the animal do the 
eating? 
1_F_3 
 
The orchestra hated playing 
their most popular symphony. 
Did the orchestra love 
playing everything? 
1_F_4 
 
The apple fell far from the tree. Did the apple stay in the 
tree? 
1_F_5 
 
The telephone company was 
known for its expensive 
products. 
Was the company known 
for anything? 
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1_F_6 
 
The picture frame that Fred 
bought was not red as promised. 
Did Fred buy something? 
1_F_7 
 
The student forgot to turn in his 
assignment on differential 
equations. 
Did the student remember 
everything? 
1_F_8 
 
The coffee was too hot for the 
stewardess to hold. 
Was the coffee hot? 
1_F_9 
 
Rachel forgot to get her 
boyfriend a present for his 
birthday. 
Did Rachel remember 
everything? 
1_F_10 
 
The blanket on the ground 
reminded the adult of his 
childhood. 
Was the adult reminded of 
something? 
1_F_11 
 
An unwanted carrot somehow 
got into the nurse's salad. 
Was the carrot wanted? 
1_F_12 
 
The statisticians laughed at the 
uneducated member of the 
fantasy football league. 
Did the statisticians do the 
laughing? 
1_F_13 
 
The number could not be found 
in the address book. 
Was the number in the 
address book? 
1_F_14 
 
The human brain is the focus of 
many generations of research. 
Has research focused on 
the human brain? 
1_F_15 
 
The shirt became moldy after 
being left in the washer for days. 
Did the shirt stay clean? 
1_F_16 
 
The tissue box was almost out of 
tissues. 
Were there only a few 
tissues left? 
 
Experiment 2 Stimuli 
1_RC_1 The French kitchen staff served in the 
cafeteria got very sleepy.  
Did the French staff do the 
serving? 
2_RC_1 The American technician taught the 
computer program caught on right 
away. 
Did the American technician do 
the teaching? 
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3_RC_1 The Israeli children watched in the 
hallway were scared of the adults. 
Did the Israeli children do the 
watching? 
4_RC_1 The Japanese colleagues assigned the 
intern made a mistake. 
Did the Japanese colleagues do 
the assigning? 
5_RC_1 The Canadian boys heckled during 
the play left the auditorium quickly. 
Did the Canadian boys do the 
heckling? 
6_RC_1 Several Russian workers warned 
about low wages decided to file 
complaints. 
Did the Russian workers do the 
warning? 
7_RC_1 The Mexican mailman delivered the 
package opened it the next day. 
Did the Mexican mailman do the 
delivering? 
8_RC_1 The Brazilian kid pushed through the 
crowd got separated from his mom. 
Did the Brazilian kid do the 
pushing? 
9_RC_1 The German messenger delivered the 
package refused to give a signature. 
Did the German messenger do 
the delivering? 
10_RC_1 A Chinese shopper pushed through 
the doors complained to the manager. 
Did the Chinese shopper do the 
pushing? 
11_RC_1 The Korean soldiers warned about 
the dangers conducted the midnight 
raid. 
Did the Korean soldiers do the 
warning? 
12_RC_1 The British candidate announced at 
the ceremony lost the election. 
Did the British candidate do the 
announcing? 
13_RC_1 The Australian volunteers taught the 
complicated procedure became very 
good students. 
Did the Australian volunteers do 
the teaching? 
14_RC_1 The Portuguese hostess served the 
golden figs went into a trance. 
Did the Portuguese hostess do the 
serving? 
15_RC_1 The Italian president announced last 
week begins his job soon. 
Did the Italian president do the 
announcing? 
16_RC_1 The Greek adviser assigned the 
student forgot his pencil at home. 
Did the Greek adviser do the 
assigning? 
17_MV_1 The angry kitchen staff served in the 
cafeteria all night long.  
Did the angry staff do the 
serving? 
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18_MV_1 The young technician taught the 
computer program to his parents. 
Did the young technician do the 
teaching? 
19_MV_1 The timid children watched in the 
hallway as the door shut. 
Did the timid children do the 
watching? 
20_MV_1 The thoughtless colleagues assigned 
the intern a new task. 
Did the thoughtless colleagues do 
the assigning? 
21_MV_1 The restless boys heckled during the 
play due to boredom. 
Did the restless boys do the 
heckling? 
22_MV_1 Several impatient workers warned 
about low wages to the boss. 
Did the impatient workers do the 
warning? 
23_MV_1 The overweight mailman delivered 
the package to the address. 
Did the overweight mailman do 
the delivering? 
24_MV_1 The frightened kid pushed through 
the crowd to find his mom. 
Did the frightened kid do the 
pushing? 
25_MV_1 The courageous messenger delivered 
the package across enemy lines. 
Did the courageous messenger do 
the delivering? 
26_MV_1 A whiny shopper pushed through the 
doors to complain to the manager. 
Did the whiny shopper do the 
pushing? 
27_MV_1 The experienced soldiers warned 
about the dangers of such a plan. 
Did the experienced soldiers do 
the warning? 
28_MV_1 The corrupt candidate announced at 
the ceremony his retirement. 
Did the corrupt candidate do the 
announcing? 
29_MV_1 The spirited volunteers taught the 
complicated procedure to the 
community. 
Did the spirited volunteers do the 
teaching? 
30_MV_1 The welcoming hostess served the 
golden figs to the customers. 
Did the welcoming hostess do the 
serving? 
31_MV_1 The new president announced last 
week the end of the war. 
Did the new president do the 
announcing? 
32_MV_1 The kind adviser assigned the student 
an easy assignment. 
Did the kind adviser do the 
assigning? 
1_F_1 Each of the divers had a strict 
regimen so that they would be 
prepared for the swim meet. 
Did the divers do the preparing? 
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2_F_1 Many of the soldiers were looking 
forward to going home for the winter 
holidays. 
Were the soldiers looking 
forward to staying on the front? 
3_F_1 The people downtown are frustrated 
by the lack of available parking. 
Are the people downtown 
frustrated? 
4_F_1 The leader of the gambling ring was 
always mistrustful of his bodyguards. 
Did the leader trust his guards? 
5_F_1 The university students sometimes 
move into the dormitories as early as 
August. 
Did the students move in early? 
6_F_1 The runners were in much better 
shape in the Fall than in the Winter. 
Were the runners in better shape 
in Winter? 
7_F_1 The parents completely disagreed 
with the new regulations. 
Did the parents disagree? 
8_F_1 The wealthy bankers liked to frequent 
the bars downtown. 
Did the bankers avoid downtown 
bars? 
9_F_1 The roofer got a terrible sunburn 
from being outside all day. 
Did the roofer stay outside all 
day? 
10_F_1 The ceramic sculpture had to sit on 
the top shelf of the lawyer's office. 
Did the sculpture sit on the 
bottom shelf? 
11_F_1 The university's math courses were 
among the nation's most rigorous. 
Did the university offer math 
courses? 
12_F_1 The company's health plan did not 
cover even the most basic health 
services. 
Did the plan cover everything? 
13_F_1 Cameron's class went on a trip to 
Paris one summer to improve their 
language skills. 
Did the class go on a trip? 
14_F_1 Max's wedding had to be rescheduled 
because of a hurricane. 
Did Max ignore the hurricane? 
15_F_1 The anthropology professor was 
finally going to retire. 
Was the professor going to 
retire? 
16_F_1 The cyclist wanted to train 
throughout the Winter so he moved to 
Hawaii. 
Did the cyclist move to Illinois? 
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17_F_1 The cat chased the mouse. Did the mouse do the chasing? 
18_F_1 The animal ate the human food. Did the animal do the eating? 
19_F_1 The orchestra hated playing their 
most popular symphony. 
Did the orchestra love playing 
everything? 
20_F_1 The apple fell far from the tree. Did the apple stay in the tree? 
21_F_1 The telephone company was known 
for its expensive products. 
Was the company known for 
anything? 
22_F_1 The picture frame that Fred bought 
was not red as promised. 
Did Fred buy something? 
23_F_1 The student forgot to turn in his 
assignment on differential equations. 
Did the student remember 
everything? 
24_F_1 The coffee was too hot for the 
stewardess to hold. 
Was the coffee hot? 
25_F_1 Rachel forgot to get her boyfriend a 
present for his birthday. 
Did Rachel remember 
everything? 
26_F_1 The blanket on the ground reminded 
the adult of his childhood. 
Was the adult reminded of 
something? 
27_F_1 A carrot somehow got into the nurse's 
salad. 
Did the carrot land in the 
doctor's salad? 
28_F_1 The statisticians laughed at the 
uneducated member of the fantasy 
football league. 
Did the statisticians do the 
laughing? 
29_F_1 The number could not be found in the 
address book. 
Was the number in the address 
book? 
30_F_1 The human brain is the focus of many 
generations of research. 
Has research focused on the 
human brain? 
31_F_1 The shirt became moldy after being 
left in the washer for days. 
Did the shirt stay clean? 
32_F_1 The tissue box was almost out of 
tissues. 
Were there only a few tissues 
left? 
33_F_2 The term papers from the previous 
semester were beginning to 
accumulate on the teacher's desk. 
Were the papers kept at a low 
number? 
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34_F_2 The shoppers love to spend all day at 
the mall on the weekends. 
Do the shoppers love spending 
time at the mall? 
35_F_2 The coffee shop was a popular 
hangout for political activists. 
Was the shop unpopular? 
36_F_2 The school principal had to work 
constantly all summer dealing with 
paperwork. 
Did the principal do the 
working? 
37_F_2 The lawnmower did not always 
function properly when the grass was 
wet. 
Did the lawnmower work 
properly when wet? 
38_F_2 The student disappeared after only 
three days of school. 
Did the student disappear? 
39_F_2 The storekeepers were afraid that 
riots would ensue after the hometeam 
won the tournament. 
Were the storekeepers afraid of 
their team losing? 
40_F_2 The real estate agent blundered when 
he revealed the house's plumbing 
problems. 
Did the agent do the blundering? 
41_F_2 The library was open to all members 
of the community since it was 
supported by tax dollars. 
Was the library private? 
42_F_2 The physics professor at the 
university was finally going to retire. 
Did the professor teach physics? 
43_F_2 The landscaper never boasted of his 
achievements. 
Did the landscaper do the 
boasting? 
44_F_2 The dance troupe came to set up their 
equipment. 
Did the troupe do the setting up? 
45_F_2 The chess match lasted for hours and 
finally ended in a stalemate. 
Did someone win the match? 
46_F_2 The street lamps usually came on 
automatically just before dark. 
Did the lamps come on? 
47_F_2 The ambassadors arrived at the 
meeting surrounded by security 
guards. 
Did the ambassadors do the 
surrounding? 
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48_F_2 Many of the city cops refuse to work 
in the rough parts of town. 
Did the city cops do the refusing? 
49_F_2 The car salesman waited anxiously for 
more customers. 
Did the customers do the 
waiting? 
50_F_2 All the guitarists learned to play when 
they were teenagers. 
Did the guitarists learn to play 
before adulthood? 
51_F_2 The customers decided to leave the 
restaurant. 
Did the customers stay? 
52_F_2 The girls on the basketball team tried 
to practice all Summer. 
Did the girls try to practice? 
33_RC_2 The Spanish bartender served the 
fried snacks worked till past 
midnight. 
Did the Spanish bartender do the 
serving? 
34_RC_2 The Indian chef warned about the 
stove burnt his hand anyway. 
Did the Indian chef do the 
warning? 
35_RC_2 The Swiss hikers delivered the 
supplies sat down for a good meal. 
Did the Swiss hikers do the 
delivering? 
36_RC_2 The Swedish senator assigned the 
secretary could not remember her 
name. 
Did the Swedish senator do the 
assigning? 
37_RC_2 Some Polish rescue workers warned 
about the avalanche decided to stand 
by. 
Did the Polish rescue workers do 
the warning? 
38_RC_2 The Irish children explained the plan 
refused to obey. 
Did the Irish children do the 
explaining? 
39_RC_2 The Dutch employees served the hot 
dogs got a stomach ache. 
Did the Dutch employees do the 
serving? 
40_RC_2 The Colombian wrestler pushed 
through the crowd hadn't seen his 
opponent. 
Did the Colombian wrestler do 
the pushing? 
41_RC_2 A Singaporean child fed the chicken 
smacked his lips. 
Did the Singaporean child do the 
feeding? 
42_RC_2 The Malaysian computer 
programmers called about the 
problem knew what to do. 
Did the Malaysian computer 
programmers do the calling? 
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43_MV_2 The tired bartender served the fried 
snacks past midnight. 
Did the tired bartender do the 
serving? 
44_MV_2 The clumsy chef warned about the 
stove to the new hire. 
Did the clumsy chef do the 
warning? 
45_MV_2 The nice hikers delivered the supplies 
to their peers. 
Did the nice hikers do the 
delivering? 
46_MV_2 The grumpy senator assigned the 
secretary an impossible task. 
Did the grumpy senator do the 
assigning? 
47_MV_2 Some eager rescue workers warned 
the village about the avalanche. 
Did the eager rescue workers do 
the warning? 
48_MV_2 The cooperative children explained 
the plan to the younger class. 
Did the cooperative children do 
the explaining? 
49_MV_2 The childish employees served the hot 
dogs while complaining. 
Did the childish employees do the 
serving? 
50_MV_2 The nervous wrestler pushed through 
the crowd towards the ring. 
Did the nervous wrestler do the 
pushing? 
51_MV_2 A silly child fed the chicken some 
bread crumbs. 
Did the silly child do the feeding? 
52_MV_2 The curious computer programmers 
called about the problem. 
Did the curious computer 
programmers do the calling? 
53_MV_3 The Pakistani cook delivered the 
recipe before trying to take a nice 
long nap. 
Did the Pakistani cook do the 
delivering? 
54_MV_3 The Filipino tourists assigned the 
scavenger hunt item to the teams. 
Did the Filipino tourists do the 
assigning? 
55_MV_3 The Turkish waitress served the 
grilled chicken in the nice restaurant. 
Did the Turkish waitress do the 
serving? 
56_MV_3 The Afghani volunteers served the hot 
soup in the aid station. 
Did the Afghani volunteers do 
the serving? 
57_MV_3 The Czech professors warned about 
the midterm just before Fall break. 
Did the Czech professor do the 
warning? 
58_MV_3 The Icelandic candidate announced 
on the news his intent to run again. 
Did the Icelandic candidate do 
the announcing? 
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59_MV_3 The Hungarian shopper pushed 
through the door to find her kid. 
Did the Hungarian shopper do 
the pushing? 
60_MV_3 The Egyptian child fed the chicken 
some bread crumbs off the floor. 
Did the Egyptian child do the 
feeding? 
61_MV_3 The Ugandan pawnshop owner told 
the rules to the customers. 
Did the Ugandan pawnshop 
owner do the telling? 
62_MV_3 The Mongolian farmers warned about 
the bad floods just before harvest 
time. 
Did the Mongolian farmers do 
the warning? 
63_RC_3 The outrageous cook delivered the 
recipe screwed it all up. 
Did the outrageous cook do the 
delivering? 
64_RC_3 The rude tourists assigned the 
scavenger hunt cheated their way to 
victory. 
Did the rude tourists do the 
assigning? 
65_RC_3 The drunk waitress served the grilled 
chicken left a bad tip. 
Did the drunk waitress do the 
serving? 
66_RC_3 The sleepy volunteers served the hot 
soup woke up instantly. 
Did the sleepy volunteers do the 
serving? 
67_RC_3 The frantic professors warned about 
the midterm barely submitted grades 
on time. 
Did the frantic professors do the 
warning? 
68_RC_3 The creepy candidate announced on 
the news delighted the opposing party. 
Did the creepy candidate do the 
announcing? 
69_RC_3 The worried shopper pushed through 
the door demanded to see the 
manager. 
Did the worried shopper do the 
pushing? 
70_RC_3 The glutinous child fed the chicken 
smacked his lips. 
Did the glutinous child do the 
feeding? 
71_RC_3 The careless pawnshop owner told the 
rules ignored the shoplifters. 
Did the careless pawnshop owner 
do the telling? 
72_RC_3 The poor farmers warned about the 
bad floods lost everything. 
Did the poor farmers do the 
warning? 
53_F_3 The children in the park could be 
heard three blocks away. 
Were the children quiet? 
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54_F_3 The power plant deserved more 
attention from the candidates during 
the election. 
Was the power plant deserving of 
more attention? 
55_F_3 The quilts were sold by the side of the 
road for ten dollars. 
Did the grocery store do the 
selling? 
56_F_3 The pilots flew over the city where 
they had just had a wonderful 
weekend. 
Did the pilots do the flying? 
57_F_3 The prisoners were unable to cross 
the field without being seen. 
Did the prisoners go undetected? 
58_F_3 Each of the cab drivers had their own 
favorite route to get to the airport. 
Were the cab drivers' routes 
different? 
59_F_3 The student caught everyone's 
attention when he came into the room. 
Did the new student fly under the 
radar? 
60_F_3 The lamp was broken by the 
mischievous boy. 
Did the boy do the breaking? 
61_F_3 All the undergraduates in the class 
had trouble keeping up. 
Did the undergraduates find the 
class to be easy? 
62_F_3 The package never arrived despite 
many complaints. 
Did people complain about its 
tardiness? 
63_F_3 The engineers at the plant had to 
wear helmets when they went near the 
machines. 
Were helmets optional? 
64_F_3 The experiment was the source of a 
great deal of excitement in the lab. 
Did the experiment excite 
people? 
65_F_3 The professor always inspired his 
students to think critically about their 
work. 
Did the professor discourage his 
students? 
66_F_3 The former drug addict's memoirs 
were met with critical acclaim. 
Did the critics like the book? 
67_F_3 The laptops were too expensive for 
most of the students. 
Were the laptops cheap? 
68_F_3 The man traveled across the world 
seeking gold. 
Did the man look for gold? 
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69_F_3 The woman liked a specific type of 
flavored water. 
Did the woman like all flavors 
equally? 
70_F_3 The babysitter always ate all the 
whole grain cereal. 
Did the sitter eat cereal? 
71_F_3 The computer only worked when 
there wasn't a tight deadline. 
Did the computer always work? 
72_F_3 The woman sat on the front porch 
admiring her beautiful lawn. 
Did the woman admire her lawn? 
 
Experiment 3 
1_F_1 Each of the divers had a strict 
regimen so that they would be 
prepared for the swim meet. 
Did the divers do the preparing? 
10_F_1 The ceramic sculpture had to sit on 
the top shelf of the lawyer's office. 
Did the sculpture sit on the 
bottom shelf? 
11_F_1 The university's math courses were 
among the nation's most rigorous. 
Did the university offer math 
courses? 
12_F_1 The company's health plan did not 
cover even the most basic health 
services. 
Did the plan cover everything? 
13_F_1 Cameron's class went on a trip to 
Paris one summer to improve their 
language skills. 
Did the class go on a trip? 
14_F_1 Max's wedding had to be rescheduled 
because of a hurricane. 
Did Max ignore the hurricane? 
15_F_1 The anthropology professor was 
finally going to retire. 
Was the professor going to 
retire? 
16_F_1 The cyclist wanted to train 
throughout the Winter so he moved to 
Hawaii. 
Did the cyclist move to Illinois? 
17_F_1 The cat chased the mouse. Did the mouse do the chasing? 
18_F_1 The animal ate the human food. Did the animal do the eating? 
19_F_1 The orchestra hated playing their 
most popular symphony. 
Did the orchestra love playing 
everything? 
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2_F_1 Many of the soldiers were looking 
forward to going home for the winter 
holidays. 
Were the soldiers looking 
forward to staying on the front? 
20_F_1 The apple fell far from the tree. Did the apple stay in the tree? 
21_F_1 The telephone company was known 
for its expensive products. 
Was the company known for 
anything? 
22_F_1 The picture frame that Fred bought 
was not red as promised. 
Did Fred buy something? 
23_F_1 The student forgot to turn in his 
assignment on differential equations. 
Did the student remember 
everything? 
24_F_1 The coffee was too hot for the 
stewardess to hold. 
Was the coffee hot? 
25_F_1 Rachel forgot to get her boyfriend a 
present for his birthday. 
Did Rachel remember 
everything? 
26_F_1 The blanket on the ground reminded 
the adult of his childhood. 
Was the adult reminded of 
something? 
27_F_1 A carrot somehow got into the nurse's 
salad. 
Did the carrot land in the 
doctor's salad? 
28_F_1 The statisticians laughed at the 
uneducated member of the fantasy 
football league. 
Did the statisticians do the 
laughing? 
29_F_1 The number could not be found in the 
address book. 
Was the number in the address 
book? 
3_F_1 The people downtown are frustrated 
by the lack of available parking. 
Are the people downtown 
frustrated? 
30_F_1 The human brain is the focus of many 
generations of research. 
Has research focused on the 
human brain? 
31_F_1 The shirt became moldy after being 
left in the washer for days. 
Did the shirt stay clean? 
32_F_1 The tissue box was almost out of 
tissues. 
Were there only a few tissues 
left? 
4_F_1 The leader of the gambling ring was 
always mistrustful of his bodyguards. 
Did the leader trust his guards? 
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5_F_1 The university students sometimes 
move into the dormitories as early as 
August. 
Did the students move in early? 
6_F_1 The runners were in much better 
shape in the fall than in the winter. 
Were the runners in better shape 
in Winter? 
7_F_1 The parents completely disagreed 
with the new regulations. 
Did the parents disagree? 
8_F_1 The wealthy bankers liked to frequent 
the bars downtown. 
Did the bankers avoid downtown 
bars? 
9_F_1 The roofer got a terrible sunburn 
from being outside all day. 
Did the roofer stay outside all 
day? 
1_RC_1 The kitchen staff served in the 
cafeteria got very sleepy.  
Did the staff do the serving? 
10_MV_1 A shopper pushed through the doors 
to complain to the manager. 
Did the shopper do the pushing? 
11_RC_1 The children watched in the hallway 
were scared of the adults. 
Did the children do the watching? 
12_RC_1 The mailman delivered the letter 
opened it the next day. 
Did the mailman do the 
delivering? 
13_RC_1 The messenger delivered the package 
refused to give a signature. 
Did the messenger do the 
delivering? 
14_MV_1 The candidate announced his 
retirement at the ceremony. 
Did the candidate do the 
announcing? 
15_MV_1 The president announced last week 
the end of the war. 
Did the president do the 
announcing? 
16_RC_1 The technician taught the computer 
program understood right away. 
Did the technician do the 
teaching? 
17_MV_1 The kitchen staff served in the 
cafeteria all night long.  
Did the staff do the serving? 
18_RC_1 A shopper pushed through the doors 
complained to the manager. 
Did the shopper do the pushing? 
19_RC_1 The soldiers warned about the 
dangers conducted the midnight raid. 
Did the soldiers do the warning? 
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2_MV_1 The technician taught the computer 
program to his parents. 
Did the technician do the 
teaching? 
20_MV_1 The colleagues assigned the intern a 
new task. 
Did the colleagues do the 
assigning? 
21_RC_1 The boys heckled during the play left 
the auditorium quickly. 
Did the boys do the heckling? 
22_MV_1 The boss warned about layoffs at the 
company meeting. 
Did the boss do the warning? 
23_RC_1 The candidate announced at the 
ceremony lost the election. 
Did the candidate do the 
announcing? 
24_MV_1 The kid pushed through the crowd to 
find his mom. 
Did the kid do the pushing? 
25_RC_1 The volunteers taught the 
complicated procedure became very 
good students. 
Did the volunteers do the 
teaching? 
26_RC_1 The hostess served the golden figs 
went into a trance. 
Did the hostess do the serving? 
27_MV_1 The soldiers warned about the 
dangers of such a plan. 
Did the soldiers do the warning? 
28_RC_1 The president announced last week 
begins his job soon. 
Did the president do the 
announcing? 
29_MV_1 The volunteers taught the 
complicated procedure to the 
community. 
Did the volunteers do the 
teaching? 
3_MV_1 The children watched in the hallway 
as the door shut. 
Did the children do the watching? 
30_MV_1 The hostess served the golden figs to 
the customers. 
Did the hostess do the serving? 
31_RC_1 The adviser assigned the student 
forgot his pencil at home. 
Did the adviser do the assigning? 
32_MV_1 The adviser assigned the student an 
easy assignment. 
Did the adviser do the assigning? 
4_RC_1 The colleagues assigned the intern 
made a mistake. 
Did the colleagues do the 
assigning? 
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5_MV_1 The boys heckled during the play due 
to boredom. 
Did the boys do the heckling? 
6_RC_1 Several workers warned about low 
wages decided to file complaints. 
Did the workers do the warning? 
7_MV_1 The mailman delivered the letter to 
the address. 
Did the mailman do the 
delivering? 
8_RC_1 The kid pushed through the crowd 
got separated from his mom. 
Did the kid do the pushing? 
9_MV_1 The messenger delivered the package 
across enemy lines. 
Did the messenger do the 
delivering? 
33_F_2 The term papers from the previous 
semester were beginning to 
accumulate on the teacher's desk. 
Were the papers kept at a low 
number? 
35_F_2 The shoppers love to spend all day at 
the mall on the weekends. 
Do the shoppers love spending 
time at the mall? 
36_F_2 The coffee shop was a popular 
hangout for political activists. 
Was the shop unpopular? 
38_F_2 The school principal had to work 
constantly all summer dealing with 
paperwork. 
Did the principal do the working? 
40_F_2 The lawnmower did not always 
function properly when the grass was 
wet. 
Did the lawnmower work 
properly when wet? 
41_F_2 The student disappeared after only 
three days of school. 
Did the student disappear? 
44_F_2 The storekeepers were afraid that 
riots would ensue after the hometeam 
won the tournament. 
Were the storekeepers afraid of 
their team losing? 
46_F_2 The real estate agent blundered when 
he revealed the house's plumbing 
problems. 
Did the agent do the blundering? 
47_F_2 The library was open to all members 
of the community since it was 
supported by tax dollars. 
Was the library private? 
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48_F_2 The physics professor at the 
university was finally going to retire. 
Did the professor teach physics? 
50_F_2 The landscaper never boasted of his 
achievements. 
Did the landscaper do the 
boasting? 
51_F_2 The dance troupe came to set up their 
equipment. 
Did the troupe do the setting up? 
52_F_2 The chess match lasted for hours and 
finally ended in a stalemate. 
Did someone win the match? 
55_F_2 The ambassadors arrived to the 
meeting surrounded by security 
guards. 
Did the ambassadors do the 
surrounding? 
57_F_2 Many of the city cops refuse to work 
in the rough parts of town. 
Did the city cops do the refusing? 
59_F_2 The car salesman waited anxiously 
for more customers. 
Did the customers do the 
waiting? 
60_F_2 All the guitarists learned to play when 
they were teenagers. 
Did the guitarists learn to play 
before adulthood? 
62_F_2 The customers decided to leave the 
restaurant. 
Did the customers stay? 
68_F_2 The street lamps usually came on 
automatically just before dark. 
Did the lamps come on? 
72_F_2 The girls on the basketball team tried 
to practice all summer. 
Did the girls try to practice? 
34_MV_2 The computer programmers called 
about the problem. 
Did the computer programmers 
do the calling? 
37_RC_2 The chef warned about the stove 
burnt his hand anyway. 
Did the chef do the warning? 
39_MV_2 The chef warned about the stove 
during the night shift. 
Did the chef do the warning? 
42_RC_2 The senator assigned the secretary 
could not remember her name. 
Did the senator do the assigning? 
43_MV_2 The wrestler pushed through the 
crowd towards the ring. 
Did the wrestler do the pushing? 
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45_RC_2 The children explained the plan 
refused to obey. 
Did the children do the 
explaining? 
49_RC_2 The employees served the hot dogs got 
a stomach ache. 
Did the employees do the 
serving? 
53_RC_2 The wrestler pushed through the 
crowd hadn't seen his opponent. 
Did the wrestler do the pushing? 
54_MV_2 The children explained the plan to the 
younger class. 
Did the children do the 
explaining? 
56_RC_2 A child fed the chicken smacked his 
lips. 
Did the child do the feeding? 
58_RC_2 The computer programmers called 
about the problem knew what to do. 
Did the computer programmers 
do the calling? 
61_MV_2 The bartender served the fried snacks 
past midnight. 
Did the bartender do the serving? 
63_RC_2 The hikers delivered the supplies sat 
down for a good meal. 
Did the hikers do the delivering? 
64_MV_2 The hikers delivered the supplies to 
their peers. 
Did the hikers do the delivering? 
65_RC_2 The bartender served the fried snacks 
worked till past midnight. 
Did the bartender do the serving? 
66_MV_2 The senator assigned the secretary an 
impossible task. 
Did the senator do the assigning? 
67_MV_2 Some rescue workers warned the 
village about the avalanche. 
Did the rescue workers do the 
warning? 
69_MV_2 The employees served the hot dogs 
while complaining. 
Did the employees do the 
serving? 
70_RC_2 Some rescue workers warned about 
the avalanche decided to stand by. 
Did the rescue workers do the 
warning? 
71_MV_2 A child fed the chicken some bread 
crumbs. 
Did the child do the feeding? 
100_F_3 The former drug addict's memoirs 
were met with critical acclaim. 
Did the critics like the book? 
101_F_3 The laptops were too expensive for 
most of the students. 
Were the laptops cheap? 
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103_F_3 The man traveled across the world 
seeking gold. 
Did the man look for gold? 
104_F_3 The woman liked a specific type of 
flavored water. 
Did the woman like all flavors 
equally? 
105_F_3 The babysitter always ate all the 
whole grain cereal. 
Did the sitter eat cereal? 
107_F_3 The computer only worked when 
there wasn't a tight deadline. 
Did the computer always work? 
108_F_3 The woman sat on the front porch 
admiring her beautiful lawn. 
Did the woman admire her lawn? 
73_F_3 The engineers at the plant had to 
wear helmets when they went near the 
machines. 
Were helmets optional? 
75_F_3 The power plant deserved more 
attention from the candidates during 
the election. 
Was the power plant deserving of 
more attention? 
76_F_3 The children in the park could be 
heard three blocks away. 
Were the children quiet? 
78_F_3 The quilts were sold by the side of the 
road for ten dollars. 
Did the grocery store do the 
selling? 
80_F_3 The pilots flew over the city where 
they had just had a wonderful 
weekend. 
Did the pilots do the flying? 
83_F_3 The prisoners were unable to cross 
the field without being seen. 
Did the prisoners go undetected? 
84_F_3 Each of the cab drivers had their own 
favorite route to get to the airport. 
Were the cab drivers' routes 
different? 
85_F_3 The student caught everyone's 
attention when he came into the 
room. 
Did the new student fly under the 
radar? 
88_F_3 The lamp was broken by the 
mischievous boy. 
Did the boy do the breaking? 
90_F_3 All the undergraduates in the class 
had trouble keeping up. 
Did the undergraduates find the 
class to be easy? 
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94_F_3 The package never arrived despite 
many complaints. 
Did people complain about its 
tardiness? 
96_F_3 The experiment was the source of a 
great deal of excitement in the lab. 
Did the experiment excite people? 
99_F_3 The professor always inspired his 
students to think critically about their 
work. 
Did the professor discourage his 
students? 
102_RC_3 The pawnshop owner told the rules 
ignored the shoplifters. 
Did the pawnshop owner do the 
telling? 
106_RC_3 The farmers warned about the bad 
floods lost everything. 
Did the farmers do the warning? 
109_MV_3 The waitress served the grilled 
chicken in the nice restaurant. 
Did the waitress do the serving? 
110_MV_3 The cook delivered the recipe before 
trying to take a nice long nap. 
Did the cook do the delivering? 
111_RC_3 The cook delivered the recipe screwed 
it all up. 
Did the cook do the delivering? 
112_MV_3 The tourists assigned the scavenger 
hunt item to the teams. 
Did the tourists do the assigning? 
74_MV_3 The shopper pushed through the door 
to find her kid. 
Did the shopper do the pushing? 
77_MV_3 The child fed the chicken some bread 
crumbs off the floor. 
Did the child do the feeding? 
79_RC_3 The tourists assigned the scavenger 
hunt cheated their way to victory. 
Did the tourists do the assigning? 
81_MV_3 The volunteers served the hot soup in 
the aid station. 
Did the volunteers do the 
serving? 
82_RC_3 The waitress served the grilled 
chicken left a bad tip. 
Did the waitress do the serving? 
86_MV_3 The professors warned about the 
midterm just before fall break. 
Did the professor do the 
warning? 
87_MV_3 The candidate announced on the news 
his intent to run again. 
Did the candidate do the 
announcing? 
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89_RC_3 The volunteers served the hot soup 
woke up instantly. 
Did the volunteers do the 
serving? 
91_RC_3 The professors warned about the 
midterm submitted grades on time. 
Did the professors do the 
warning? 
92_RC_3 The candidate announced on the news 
delighted the opposing party. 
Did the candidate do the 
announcing? 
93_MV_3 The farmers warned about the bad 
floods just before harvest time. 
Did the farmers do the warning? 
95_MV_3 The pawnshop owner told the rules to 
the customers. 
Did the pawnshop owner do the 
telling? 
97_RC_3 The shopper pushed through the door 
demanded to see the manager. 
Did the shopper do the pushing? 
98_RC_3 The child fed the chicken ignored his 
parents. 
Did the child do the feeding? 
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APPENDIX B: R CODE 
Experiment 1 
library(plyr) 
## Warning: package 'plyr' was built under R version 3.5.2 
library(lme4) 
## Warning: package 'lme4' was built under R version 3.5.2 
## Loading required package: Matrix 
library(ggplot2) 
## Warning: package 'ggplot2' was built under R version 3.5.2 
Read in file after participants are cleaned 
Cleaned_AgrData <- read.csv("C:/Users/jkdem/Box Sync/School/Projects/BPAP/BPA
P1/Analysis/Cleaned_AgrData.csv",header=T) 
Clean reading time data 
uncleaned_data <- Cleaned_AgrData 
 
rt_uncleaned <- ddply(uncleaned_data[uncleaned_data$Controller=="DashedSenten
ce",], .()) 
rtmain_uncleaned <- ddply(rt_uncleaned[rt_uncleaned$Main_Filler=="1",], .()) 
 
gross_data <- dim(rtmain_uncleaned) 
low_cleaned <- ddply(rtmain_uncleaned[rtmain_uncleaned$Reading_Time>=120,], .
(Reading_Time), na.mr=T) 
low_cleaned <- low_cleaned[!(is.na(low_cleaned$Participant) | low_cleaned$Par
ticipant==""), ] 
 
low_exc <- dim(low_cleaned)-gross_data 
 
uncleaned_means <- ddply(low_cleaned, .(Participant), summarize, mean=mean(Re
ading_Time), sd=sd(Reading_Time)) 
uncleaned_means$cutoff <- uncleaned_means$mean + 2.5*(uncleaned_means$sd) 
high_merged <- merge(uncleaned_means,low_cleaned) 
high_cleaned <- ddply(high_merged[high_merged$Reading_Time<=high_merged$cutof
f,], .()) 
 
high_exc <- dim(high_cleaned)-gross_data 
 
clean_data <- high_cleaned 
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72/17977 trials deleted for low, 469/17977 for high = 541/17977 = 3% clean_data = dataframe 
for reading times 57 participants total 
Now clean for response times 
rest_uncleaned <- ddply(uncleaned_data[uncleaned_data$Controller=="Question",
], .()) 
restmain_uncleaned <- ddply(rest_uncleaned[rest_uncleaned$Main_Filler=="1",], 
.()) 
 
restmain_uncleaned$Response_Time <- as.numeric(as.character(restmain_uncleane
d$Response_Time)) 
 
gross_data_rest <- dim(restmain_uncleaned) 
low_cleaned_rest <- ddply(restmain_uncleaned[restmain_uncleaned$Response_Time
>=1000,], .()) 
range(low_cleaned_rest$Response_Time) 
## [1]  1004 19855 
low_exc_rest <- dim(low_cleaned_rest)-gross_data_rest 
#168 excluded out of 1588 
 
high_cleaned_rest <- ddply(low_cleaned_rest[low_cleaned_rest$Response_Time<=1
0000,],. ()) 
 
high_exc_rest <- dim(high_cleaned_rest)-gross_data_rest 
#178 excluded out of 1588 
 
rest_data <- high_cleaned_rest 
168 excluded for low, 178 for high out of 1588 = 346/1588 = 22% rest_data = dataframe for 
response times & accuracy 
Total reading times 
#now take word resids and create total sentence resids 
res_data <- ddply(clean_data, .(Participant, Item, Main_Filler, Group, Block, 
Ambiguity), summarize, sumres=sum(Reading_Time)) 
Create data frames for analysis by block and across groups 
Reading time data frames 
b1_data <- ddply(clean_data[clean_data$Block=="1",], .()) 
b2_data <- ddply(clean_data[clean_data$Block=="2",], .()) 
b3_data <- ddply(clean_data[clean_data$Block=="3",], .()) 
 
b12_data <- rbind(b1_data,b2_data) 
b23_data <- rbind(b2_data,b3_data) 
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RCF_data <- ddply(clean_data[clean_data$Group=="RCF",], .()) 
FF_data <- ddply(clean_data[clean_data$Group=="FF",], .()) 
 
b1_data_rcf <- ddply(RCF_data[RCF_data$Block=="1",], .()) 
b2_data_rcf <- ddply(RCF_data[RCF_data$Block=="2",], .()) 
b3_data_rcf <- ddply(RCF_data[RCF_data$Block=="3",], .()) 
 
b12_data_rcf <- rbind(b1_data_rcf,b2_data_rcf) 
b23_data_rcf <- rbind(b2_data_rcf,b3_data_rcf) 
 
#data frames for grouped critical region 
b12_data_rcf_w0 <- ddply(b12_data_rcf[b12_data_rcf$Word_Zero=="0",], .()) 
b12_data_rcf_w1 <- ddply(b12_data_rcf[b12_data_rcf$Word_Zero=="1",], .()) 
b12_data_rcf_w2 <- ddply(b12_data_rcf[b12_data_rcf$Word_Zero=="2",], .()) 
 
b12_data_rcf_grouped <- rbind(b12_data_rcf_w0, b12_data_rcf_w1, b12_data_rcf_
w2) 
 
b2_data_w0 <- ddply(b2_data[b2_data$Word_Zero=="0",], .()) 
b2_data_w1 <- ddply(b2_data[b2_data$Word_Zero=="1",], .()) 
b2_data_w2 <- ddply(b2_data[b2_data$Word_Zero=="2",], .()) 
 
b2_data_grouped <- rbind(b2_data_w0, b2_data_w1, b2_data_w2) 
 
b3_data_w0 <- ddply(b3_data[b3_data$Word_Zero=="0",], .()) 
b3_data_w1 <- ddply(b3_data[b3_data$Word_Zero=="1",], .()) 
b3_data_w2 <- ddply(b3_data[b3_data$Word_Zero=="2",], .()) 
 
b3_data_grouped <- rbind(b3_data_w0, b3_data_w1, b3_data_w2) 
Full sentence data frames 
b1full <- ddply(res_data[res_data$Block=="1",], .()) 
b2full <- ddply(res_data[res_data$Block=="2",], .()) 
b3full <- ddply(res_data[res_data$Block=="3",], .()) 
 
b12full <- rbind(b1full, b2full) 
b23full <- rbind(b2full, b3full) 
 
rcf_full <- ddply(res_data[res_data$Group=="RCF",], .()) 
ff_full <- ddply(res_data[res_data$Group=="FF",], .()) 
 
b1rcf_full <- ddply(rcf_full[rcf_full$Block=="1",], .()) 
b2rcf_full <- ddply(rcf_full[rcf_full$Block=="2",], .()) 
b3rcf_full <- ddply(rcf_full[rcf_full$Block=="3",], .()) 
 
b12rcf_full <- rbind(b1rcf_full,b2rcf_full) 
b23rcf_full <- rbind(b2rcf_full,b3rcf_full) 
Response time data frames 
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b1_rest_data <- ddply(rest_data[rest_data$Block=="1",], .()) 
b2_rest_data <- ddply(rest_data[rest_data$Block=="2",], .()) 
b3_rest_data <- ddply(rest_data[rest_data$Block=="3",], .()) 
 
b12_rest_data <- rbind(b1_rest_data, b2_rest_data) 
b23_rest_data <- rbind(b2_rest_data, b3_rest_data) 
 
rcf_rest <- ddply(rest_data[rest_data$Group=="RCF",], .()) 
ff_rest <- ddply(rest_data[rest_data$Group=="FF",], .()) 
 
b1rest_rcf <- ddply(rcf_rest[rcf_rest$Block=="1",], .()) 
b2rest_rcf <- ddply(rcf_rest[rcf_rest$Block=="2",], .()) 
b3rest_rcf <- ddply(rcf_rest[rcf_rest$Block=="3",], .()) 
 
b12rest_rcf <- rbind(b1rest_rcf, b2rest_rcf) 
b23rest_rcf <- rbind(b2rest_rcf, b3rest_rcf) 
Now run the reading time lmers: Across Block 1 & 2 Early Group (Question 1), Block 2 between 
groups (Question 2), Block 3 between groups (Question 3) 
Block 1-2 for rcf group 
b12_data_rcf$Ambiguity <- as.factor(b12_data_rcf$Ambiguity) 
b12_data_rcf$Block <- as.factor(b12_data_rcf$Block) 
 
contrasts(b12_data_rcf$Ambiguity) <- c(.5, -.5) 
contrasts(b12_data_rcf$Block) <- c(.5,-.5) 
 
lmer_b12rcf0 <- lmer(log(Reading_Time)~1+Ambiguity*Block + Word_Length + (1+B
lock|Participant) + (1|Item), REML=F, b12_data_rcf[b12_data_rcf$Word_Zero=="0
",]) 
 
lmer_b12rcf1 <- lmer(log(Reading_Time)~1+Ambiguity*Block + Word_Length + (1|P
articipant) + (1|Item), REML=F, b12_data_rcf[b12_data_rcf$Word_Zero=="1",]) 
Block 2 across groups 
b2_data$Group <- as.factor(b2_data$Group) 
b2_data$Ambiguity <- as.factor(b2_data$Ambiguity) 
 
contrasts(b2_data$Group) <- c(-.5, .5) 
contrasts(b2_data$Ambiguity) <- c(.5, -.5) 
 
lmer_b2_0 <- lmer(log(Reading_Time)~1+Ambiguity*Group + Word_Length + (1+Ambi
guity|Participant) + (1|Item), REML=F, b2_data[b2_data$Word_Zero=="0",]) 
## singular fit 
lmer_b2_1 <- lmer(log(Reading_Time)~1+Ambiguity*Group + Word_Length + (1|Part
icipant) + (1|Item), REML=F, b2_data[b2_data$Word_Zero=="1",]) 
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Block 3 across groups 
b3_data$Group <- as.factor(b3_data$Group) 
b3_data$Ambiguity <- as.factor(b3_data$Ambiguity) 
 
contrasts(b3_data$Group) <- c(-.5, .5) 
contrasts(b3_data$Ambiguity) <- c(.5, -.5) 
 
lmer_b3_0 <- lmer(log(Reading_Time)~1+Ambiguity*Group + Word_Length + (1|Part
icipant) + (1|Item), REML=F, b3_data[b3_data$Word_Zero=="0",]) 
## singular fit 
lmer_b3_1 <- lmer(log(Reading_Time)~1+Ambiguity*Group + Word_Length + (1+Ambi
guity|Participant), REML=F, b3_data[b3_data$Word_Zero=="1",]) 
Combined critical region analyses 
b12_data_rcf_grouped$Block <- as.factor(b12_data_rcf_grouped$Block) 
b12_data_rcf_grouped$Ambiguity <- as.factor(b12_data_rcf_grouped$Ambiguity) 
 
contrasts(b12_data_rcf_grouped$Block) <- c(-.5, .5) 
contrasts(b12_data_rcf_grouped$Ambiguity) <- c(.5, -.5) 
 
lmer_b12rcf_grouped <- lmer(log(Reading_Time)~1+Block*Ambiguity + Word_Length 
+ (1+Block|Participant) + (1|Item), REML=F, b12_data_rcf_grouped) 
 
b2_data_grouped$Group <- as.factor(b2_data_grouped$Group) 
b2_data_grouped$Ambiguity <- as.factor(b2_data_grouped$Ambiguity) 
 
contrasts(b2_data_grouped$Group) <- c(-.5, .5) 
contrasts(b2_data_grouped$Ambiguity) <- c(.5, -.5) 
 
lmer_b2_grouped <- lmer(log(Reading_Time)~1+Group*Ambiguity + Word_Length + (
1+Ambiguity|Participant) + (1+Group|Item), REML=F, b2_data_grouped) 
## singular fit 
b3_data_grouped$Group <- as.factor(b3_data_grouped$Group) 
b3_data_grouped$Ambiguity <- as.factor(b3_data_grouped$Ambiguity) 
 
contrasts(b3_data_grouped$Group) <- c(-.5, .5) 
contrasts(b3_data_grouped$Ambiguity) <- c(.5, -.5) 
 
lmer_b3_grouped <- lmer(log(Reading_Time)~1+Group*Ambiguity + Word_Length + (
1+Ambiguity|Participant) + (1+Group|Item), REML=F, b3_data_grouped) 
Full Sentences 
Blocks 1 and 2 
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b12rcf_full$Block <- as.factor(b12rcf_full$Block) 
b12rcf_full$Ambiguity <- as.factor(b12rcf_full$Ambiguity) 
 
contrasts(b12rcf_full$Block) <- c(-.5, .5) 
contrasts(b12rcf_full$Ambiguity) <- c(.5, -.5) 
 
lmer_b12rcf_full <- lmer(log(sumres)~1+Ambiguity*Block + (1|Participant), REM
L=F, b12rcf_full) 
Block 2 across groups 
b2full$Group <- as.factor(b2full$Group) 
b2full$Ambiguity <- as.factor(b2full$Ambiguity) 
 
contrasts(b2full$Group) <- c(-.5, .5) 
contrasts(b2full$Ambiguity) <- c(.5, -.5) 
 
lmer_b2full <- lmer(log(sumres)~1+Group*Ambiguity + (1|Participant), REML=F, 
b2full) 
Block 3 across groups 
b3full$Ambiguity <- as.factor(b3full$Ambiguity) 
b3full$Group <- as.factor(b3full$Group) 
 
contrasts(b3full$Group) <- c(-.5, .5) 
contrasts(b3full$Ambiguity) <- c(.5, -.5) 
 
lmer_b3full <- lmer(log(sumres)~1+Ambiguity*Group + (1|Participant) + (1|Item
), REML=F, b3full) 
Accuracy analyses 
Blocks 1 and 2 
b12rest_rcf$Ambiguity <- as.factor(b12rest_rcf$Ambiguity) 
b12rest_rcf$Block <- as.factor(b12rest_rcf$Block) 
 
contrasts(b12rest_rcf$Ambiguity) <- c(-.5, .5) 
contrasts(b12rest_rcf$Block) <- c(.5, -.5) 
 
lmer_acc_b12<- glmer(Response_Accuracy~1+Ambiguity*Block + (1+Ambiguity|Parti
cipant) + (1|Item), family="binomial", b12rest_rcf) 
Block 2 across groups 
b2_rest_data$Group <- as.factor(b2_rest_data$Group) 
b2_rest_data$Ambiguity <- as.factor(b2_rest_data$Ambiguity) 
 
contrasts(b2_rest_data$Group) <- c(-.5, .5) 
contrasts(b2_rest_data$Ambiguity) <- c(.5, -.5) 
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lmer_acc_b2<- glmer(Response_Accuracy~1+Ambiguity*Group + (1+Ambiguity|Partic
ipant) + (1|Item), family="binomial", b2_rest_data) 
Block 3 across groups 
b3_rest_data$Group <- as.factor(b3_rest_data$Group) 
b3_rest_data$Ambiguity <- as.factor(b3_rest_data$Ambiguity) 
 
contrasts(b3_rest_data$Group) <- c(-.5, .5) 
contrasts(b3_rest_data$Ambiguity) <- c(.5, -.5) 
 
lmer_acc_b3<- glmer(Response_Accuracy~1+Ambiguity*Group + (1|Participant) + (
1|Item), family="binomial", b3_rest_data) 
Response Time analyses 
Blocks 1 and 2 Early 
b12rest_rcf$Block <- as.factor(b12rest_rcf$Block) 
b12rest_rcf$Ambiguity <- as.factor(b12rest_rcf$Ambiguity) 
 
contrasts(b12rest_rcf$Block) <- c(-.5, .5) 
contrasts(b12rest_rcf$Ambiguity) <- c(.5, -.5) 
 
b12rest_lmer <- lmer(log(Response_Time)~1+Block*Ambiguity + (1+Block+Ambiguit
y|Participant) + (1|Item), REML=F, b12rest_rcf) 
Block 2 
b2_rest_data$Group <- as.factor(b2_rest_data$Group) 
b2_rest_data$Ambiguity <- as.factor(b2_rest_data$Ambiguity) 
 
contrasts(b2_rest_data$Group) <- c(.5, -.5) 
contrasts(b2_rest_data$Ambiguity) <- c(-.5, .5) 
 
b2rest_lmer <- lmer(log(Response_Time)~1+Group*Ambiguity + (1+Group|Item) + (
1+Ambiguity|Participant), REML=F, b2_rest_data) 
## singular fit 
Block 3 
b3_rest_data$Group <- as.factor(b3_rest_data$Group) 
b3_rest_data$Ambiguity <- as.factor(b3_rest_data$Ambiguity) 
 
contrasts(b3_rest_data$Group) <- c(.5, -.5) 
contrasts(b3_rest_data$Ambiguity) <- c(-.5, .5) 
 
b3rest_lmer <- lmer(log(Response_Time)~1+Group*Ambiguity + (1+Group|Item) + (
1+Ambiguity|Participant), REML=F, b3_rest_data) 
## singular fit 
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BAYESIAN ANALYSIS 
Experiment 1 
Question 1 Bayesian 
question1_prior <- get_prior(log(Reading_Time)~Block*Ambiguity+Word_Length+(1
+Block|Participant) + (1|Item), data=b12_data_rcf_grouped, family=gaussian,in
ternal = TRUE) 
 
mean(log(b12_data_rcf_grouped$Reading_Time)) 
## [1] 5.819592 
question1_prior = c( 
        set_prior('uniform(0,11.6)', class = 'Intercept'), 
        set_prior('uniform(-10,10)', coef = 'Block1',class='b'), 
        set_prior('uniform(-10,10)', coef = 'Ambiguity1',class='b'), 
        set_prior('uniform(-10,10)', coef = 'Block1:Ambiguity1',class="b")) 
 
exp1_question1<- brm(log(Reading_Time)~Block*Ambiguity + Word_Length + (1+Blo
ck|Participant) + (1|Item), prior=question1_prior, sample_prior=TRUE, iter=10
000, cores = getOption("mc.cores", 1),thin=20,chains=4, save_all_pars = TRUE, 
data=b12_data_rcf_grouped) 
## Compiling the C++ model 
## Start sampling 
##  
## SAMPLING FOR MODEL '95b173e4b45248238fddd16af36c5eed' NOW (CHAIN 1). 
## Chain 1: Rejecting initial value: 
## Chain 1:   Log probability evaluates to log(0), i.e. negative infinity. 
## Chain 1:   Stan can't start sampling from this initial value. 
## Chain 1: Rejecting initial value: 
## Chain 1:   Log probability evaluates to log(0), i.e. negative infinity. 
## Chain 1:   Stan can't start sampling from this initial value. 
## Chain 1:  
## Chain 1: Gradient evaluation took 0 seconds 
## Chain 1: 1000 transitions using 10 leapfrog steps per transition would tak
e 0 seconds. 
## Chain 1: Adjust your expectations accordingly! 
## Chain 1:  
## Chain 1:  
## Chain 1: Iteration:    1 / 10000 [  0%]  (Warmup) 
## Chain 1: Iteration: 1000 / 10000 [ 10%]  (Warmup) 
## Chain 1: Iteration: 2000 / 10000 [ 20%]  (Warmup) 
## Chain 1: Iteration: 3000 / 10000 [ 30%]  (Warmup) 
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## Chain 1: Iteration: 4000 / 10000 [ 40%]  (Warmup) 
## Chain 1: Iteration: 5000 / 10000 [ 50%]  (Warmup) 
## Chain 1: Iteration: 5001 / 10000 [ 50%]  (Sampling) 
## Chain 1: Iteration: 6000 / 10000 [ 60%]  (Sampling) 
## Chain 1: Iteration: 7000 / 10000 [ 70%]  (Sampling) 
## Chain 1: Iteration: 8000 / 10000 [ 80%]  (Sampling) 
## Chain 1: Iteration: 9000 / 10000 [ 90%]  (Sampling) 
## Chain 1: Iteration: 10000 / 10000 [100%]  (Sampling) 
## Chain 1:  
## Chain 1:  Elapsed Time: 59.404 seconds (Warm-up) 
## Chain 1:                93.984 seconds (Sampling) 
## Chain 1:                153.388 seconds (Total) 
## Chain 1:  
##  
## SAMPLING FOR MODEL '95b173e4b45248238fddd16af36c5eed' NOW (CHAIN 2). 
## Chain 2: Rejecting initial value: 
## Chain 2:   Log probability evaluates to log(0), i.e. negative infinity. 
## Chain 2:   Stan can't start sampling from this initial value. 
## Chain 2:  
## Chain 2: Gradient evaluation took 0.001 seconds 
## Chain 2: 1000 transitions using 10 leapfrog steps per transition would tak
e 10 seconds. 
## Chain 2: Adjust your expectations accordingly! 
## Chain 2:  
## Chain 2:  
## Chain 2: Iteration:    1 / 10000 [  0%]  (Warmup) 
## Chain 2: Iteration: 1000 / 10000 [ 10%]  (Warmup) 
## Chain 2: Iteration: 2000 / 10000 [ 20%]  (Warmup) 
## Chain 2: Iteration: 3000 / 10000 [ 30%]  (Warmup) 
## Chain 2: Iteration: 4000 / 10000 [ 40%]  (Warmup) 
## Chain 2: Iteration: 5000 / 10000 [ 50%]  (Warmup) 
## Chain 2: Iteration: 5001 / 10000 [ 50%]  (Sampling) 
## Chain 2: Iteration: 6000 / 10000 [ 60%]  (Sampling) 
## Chain 2: Iteration: 7000 / 10000 [ 70%]  (Sampling) 
## Chain 2: Iteration: 8000 / 10000 [ 80%]  (Sampling) 
## Chain 2: Iteration: 9000 / 10000 [ 90%]  (Sampling) 
## Chain 2: Iteration: 10000 / 10000 [100%]  (Sampling) 
## Chain 2:  
## Chain 2:  Elapsed Time: 65.5 seconds (Warm-up) 
## Chain 2:                78.76 seconds (Sampling) 
## Chain 2:                144.26 seconds (Total) 
## Chain 2:  
##  
## SAMPLING FOR MODEL '95b173e4b45248238fddd16af36c5eed' NOW (CHAIN 3). 
## Chain 3:  
## Chain 3: Gradient evaluation took 0 seconds 
## Chain 3: 1000 transitions using 10 leapfrog steps per transition would tak
e 0 seconds. 
## Chain 3: Adjust your expectations accordingly! 
## Chain 3:  
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## Chain 3:  
## Chain 3: Iteration:    1 / 10000 [  0%]  (Warmup) 
## Chain 3: Iteration: 1000 / 10000 [ 10%]  (Warmup) 
## Chain 3: Iteration: 2000 / 10000 [ 20%]  (Warmup) 
## Chain 3: Iteration: 3000 / 10000 [ 30%]  (Warmup) 
## Chain 3: Iteration: 4000 / 10000 [ 40%]  (Warmup) 
## Chain 3: Iteration: 5000 / 10000 [ 50%]  (Warmup) 
## Chain 3: Iteration: 5001 / 10000 [ 50%]  (Sampling) 
## Chain 3: Iteration: 6000 / 10000 [ 60%]  (Sampling) 
## Chain 3: Iteration: 7000 / 10000 [ 70%]  (Sampling) 
## Chain 3: Iteration: 8000 / 10000 [ 80%]  (Sampling) 
## Chain 3: Iteration: 9000 / 10000 [ 90%]  (Sampling) 
## Chain 3: Iteration: 10000 / 10000 [100%]  (Sampling) 
## Chain 3:  
## Chain 3:  Elapsed Time: 62.449 seconds (Warm-up) 
## Chain 3:                96.579 seconds (Sampling) 
## Chain 3:                159.028 seconds (Total) 
## Chain 3:  
##  
## SAMPLING FOR MODEL '95b173e4b45248238fddd16af36c5eed' NOW (CHAIN 4). 
## Chain 4: Rejecting initial value: 
## Chain 4:   Log probability evaluates to log(0), i.e. negative infinity. 
## Chain 4:   Stan can't start sampling from this initial value. 
## Chain 4: Rejecting initial value: 
## Chain 4:   Log probability evaluates to log(0), i.e. negative infinity. 
## Chain 4:   Stan can't start sampling from this initial value. 
## Chain 4: Rejecting initial value: 
## Chain 4:   Log probability evaluates to log(0), i.e. negative infinity. 
## Chain 4:   Stan can't start sampling from this initial value. 
## Chain 4:  
## Chain 4: Gradient evaluation took 0 seconds 
## Chain 4: 1000 transitions using 10 leapfrog steps per transition would tak
e 0 seconds. 
## Chain 4: Adjust your expectations accordingly! 
## Chain 4:  
## Chain 4:  
## Chain 4: Iteration:    1 / 10000 [  0%]  (Warmup) 
## Chain 4: Iteration: 1000 / 10000 [ 10%]  (Warmup) 
## Chain 4: Iteration: 2000 / 10000 [ 20%]  (Warmup) 
## Chain 4: Iteration: 3000 / 10000 [ 30%]  (Warmup) 
## Chain 4: Iteration: 4000 / 10000 [ 40%]  (Warmup) 
## Chain 4: Iteration: 5000 / 10000 [ 50%]  (Warmup) 
## Chain 4: Iteration: 5001 / 10000 [ 50%]  (Sampling) 
## Chain 4: Iteration: 6000 / 10000 [ 60%]  (Sampling) 
## Chain 4: Iteration: 7000 / 10000 [ 70%]  (Sampling) 
## Chain 4: Iteration: 8000 / 10000 [ 80%]  (Sampling) 
## Chain 4: Iteration: 9000 / 10000 [ 90%]  (Sampling) 
## Chain 4: Iteration: 10000 / 10000 [100%]  (Sampling) 
## Chain 4:  
## Chain 4:  Elapsed Time: 58.35 seconds (Warm-up) 
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## Chain 4:                76.087 seconds (Sampling) 
## Chain 4:                134.437 seconds (Total) 
## Chain 4: 
hypothesis(exp1_question1,'Block1:Ambiguity1=0') 
## Hypothesis Tests for class b: 
##                Hypothesis Estimate Est.Error CI.Lower CI.Upper Evid.Ratio 
## 1 (Block1:Ambiguity1) = 0    -0.04      0.04    -0.11     0.03     121.54 
##   Post.Prob Star 
## 1      0.99      
## --- 
## '*': The expected value under the hypothesis lies outside the 95%-CI. 
## Posterior probabilities of point hypotheses assume equal prior probabiliti
es. 
Question 2 Bayesian 
b2_data_grouped <- b2_data_grouped[!(is.na(b2_data_grouped$Reading_Time) | b2
_data_grouped$Reading_Time==""), ] 
 
question2_prior <- get_prior(log(Reading_Time)~Group*Ambiguity+Word_Length+(1
+Ambiguity|Participant) + (1+Group|Item), data=b2_data_grouped, family=gaussi
an,internal = TRUE) 
 
mean(log(b2_data_grouped$Reading_Time)) 
## [1] 5.721683 
question2_prior = c( 
        set_prior('uniform(0,11.4)', class = 'Intercept'), 
        set_prior('uniform(-10,10)', coef = 'Group1',class='b'), 
        set_prior('uniform(-10,10)', coef = 'Ambiguity1',class='b'), 
        set_prior('uniform(-10,10)', coef = 'Group1:Ambiguity1',class="b")) 
 
exp1_question2<- brm(log(Reading_Time)~Group*Ambiguity + Word_Length + (1+Amb
iguity|Participant) + (1+Group|Item), prior=question2_prior, sample_prior=TRU
E, iter=10000, cores = getOption("mc.cores", 1),thin=20,chains=4, save_all_pa
rs = TRUE, data=b2_data_grouped) 
## Compiling the C++ model 
## Start sampling 
##  
## SAMPLING FOR MODEL 'e2e503d8da0b3109fb8c9a134f2e38fa' NOW (CHAIN 1). 
## Chain 1: Rejecting initial value: 
## Chain 1:   Log probability evaluates to log(0), i.e. negative infinity. 
## Chain 1:   Stan can't start sampling from this initial value. 
## Chain 1: Rejecting initial value: 
## Chain 1:   Log probability evaluates to log(0), i.e. negative infinity. 
## Chain 1:   Stan can't start sampling from this initial value. 
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## Chain 1: Rejecting initial value: 
## Chain 1:   Log probability evaluates to log(0), i.e. negative infinity. 
## Chain 1:   Stan can't start sampling from this initial value. 
## Chain 1:  
## Chain 1: Gradient evaluation took 0 seconds 
## Chain 1: 1000 transitions using 10 leapfrog steps per transition would tak
e 0 seconds. 
## Chain 1: Adjust your expectations accordingly! 
## Chain 1:  
## Chain 1:  
## Chain 1: Iteration:    1 / 10000 [  0%]  (Warmup) 
## Chain 1: Iteration: 1000 / 10000 [ 10%]  (Warmup) 
## Chain 1: Iteration: 2000 / 10000 [ 20%]  (Warmup) 
## Chain 1: Iteration: 3000 / 10000 [ 30%]  (Warmup) 
## Chain 1: Iteration: 4000 / 10000 [ 40%]  (Warmup) 
## Chain 1: Iteration: 5000 / 10000 [ 50%]  (Warmup) 
## Chain 1: Iteration: 5001 / 10000 [ 50%]  (Sampling) 
## Chain 1: Iteration: 6000 / 10000 [ 60%]  (Sampling) 
## Chain 1: Iteration: 7000 / 10000 [ 70%]  (Sampling) 
## Chain 1: Iteration: 8000 / 10000 [ 80%]  (Sampling) 
## Chain 1: Iteration: 9000 / 10000 [ 90%]  (Sampling) 
## Chain 1: Iteration: 10000 / 10000 [100%]  (Sampling) 
## Chain 1:  
## Chain 1:  Elapsed Time: 51.751 seconds (Warm-up) 
## Chain 1:                51.709 seconds (Sampling) 
## Chain 1:                103.46 seconds (Total) 
## Chain 1:  
##  
## SAMPLING FOR MODEL 'e2e503d8da0b3109fb8c9a134f2e38fa' NOW (CHAIN 2). 
## Chain 2:  
## Chain 2: Gradient evaluation took 0 seconds 
## Chain 2: 1000 transitions using 10 leapfrog steps per transition would tak
e 0 seconds. 
## Chain 2: Adjust your expectations accordingly! 
## Chain 2:  
## Chain 2:  
## Chain 2: Iteration:    1 / 10000 [  0%]  (Warmup) 
## Chain 2: Iteration: 1000 / 10000 [ 10%]  (Warmup) 
## Chain 2: Iteration: 2000 / 10000 [ 20%]  (Warmup) 
## Chain 2: Iteration: 3000 / 10000 [ 30%]  (Warmup) 
## Chain 2: Iteration: 4000 / 10000 [ 40%]  (Warmup) 
## Chain 2: Iteration: 5000 / 10000 [ 50%]  (Warmup) 
## Chain 2: Iteration: 5001 / 10000 [ 50%]  (Sampling) 
## Chain 2: Iteration: 6000 / 10000 [ 60%]  (Sampling) 
## Chain 2: Iteration: 7000 / 10000 [ 70%]  (Sampling) 
## Chain 2: Iteration: 8000 / 10000 [ 80%]  (Sampling) 
## Chain 2: Iteration: 9000 / 10000 [ 90%]  (Sampling) 
## Chain 2: Iteration: 10000 / 10000 [100%]  (Sampling) 
## Chain 2:  
## Chain 2:  Elapsed Time: 50.596 seconds (Warm-up) 
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## Chain 2:                36.007 seconds (Sampling) 
## Chain 2:                86.603 seconds (Total) 
## Chain 2:  
##  
## SAMPLING FOR MODEL 'e2e503d8da0b3109fb8c9a134f2e38fa' NOW (CHAIN 3). 
## Chain 3: Rejecting initial value: 
## Chain 3:   Log probability evaluates to log(0), i.e. negative infinity. 
## Chain 3:   Stan can't start sampling from this initial value. 
## Chain 3:  
## Chain 3: Gradient evaluation took 0 seconds 
## Chain 3: 1000 transitions using 10 leapfrog steps per transition would tak
e 0 seconds. 
## Chain 3: Adjust your expectations accordingly! 
## Chain 3:  
## Chain 3:  
## Chain 3: Iteration:    1 / 10000 [  0%]  (Warmup) 
## Chain 3: Iteration: 1000 / 10000 [ 10%]  (Warmup) 
## Chain 3: Iteration: 2000 / 10000 [ 20%]  (Warmup) 
## Chain 3: Iteration: 3000 / 10000 [ 30%]  (Warmup) 
## Chain 3: Iteration: 4000 / 10000 [ 40%]  (Warmup) 
## Chain 3: Iteration: 5000 / 10000 [ 50%]  (Warmup) 
## Chain 3: Iteration: 5001 / 10000 [ 50%]  (Sampling) 
## Chain 3: Iteration: 6000 / 10000 [ 60%]  (Sampling) 
## Chain 3: Iteration: 7000 / 10000 [ 70%]  (Sampling) 
## Chain 3: Iteration: 8000 / 10000 [ 80%]  (Sampling) 
## Chain 3: Iteration: 9000 / 10000 [ 90%]  (Sampling) 
## Chain 3: Iteration: 10000 / 10000 [100%]  (Sampling) 
## Chain 3:  
## Chain 3:  Elapsed Time: 48.956 seconds (Warm-up) 
## Chain 3:                33.934 seconds (Sampling) 
## Chain 3:                82.89 seconds (Total) 
## Chain 3:  
##  
## SAMPLING FOR MODEL 'e2e503d8da0b3109fb8c9a134f2e38fa' NOW (CHAIN 4). 
## Chain 4:  
## Chain 4: Gradient evaluation took 0.001 seconds 
## Chain 4: 1000 transitions using 10 leapfrog steps per transition would tak
e 10 seconds. 
## Chain 4: Adjust your expectations accordingly! 
## Chain 4:  
## Chain 4:  
## Chain 4: Iteration:    1 / 10000 [  0%]  (Warmup) 
## Chain 4: Iteration: 1000 / 10000 [ 10%]  (Warmup) 
## Chain 4: Iteration: 2000 / 10000 [ 20%]  (Warmup) 
## Chain 4: Iteration: 3000 / 10000 [ 30%]  (Warmup) 
## Chain 4: Iteration: 4000 / 10000 [ 40%]  (Warmup) 
## Chain 4: Iteration: 5000 / 10000 [ 50%]  (Warmup) 
## Chain 4: Iteration: 5001 / 10000 [ 50%]  (Sampling) 
## Chain 4: Iteration: 6000 / 10000 [ 60%]  (Sampling) 
## Chain 4: Iteration: 7000 / 10000 [ 70%]  (Sampling) 
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## Chain 4: Iteration: 8000 / 10000 [ 80%]  (Sampling) 
## Chain 4: Iteration: 9000 / 10000 [ 90%]  (Sampling) 
## Chain 4: Iteration: 10000 / 10000 [100%]  (Sampling) 
## Chain 4:  
## Chain 4:  Elapsed Time: 50.108 seconds (Warm-up) 
## Chain 4:                41.434 seconds (Sampling) 
## Chain 4:                91.542 seconds (Total) 
## Chain 4: 
hypothesis(exp1_question2, 'Group1:Ambiguity1=0') 
## Hypothesis Tests for class b: 
##                Hypothesis Estimate Est.Error CI.Lower CI.Upper Evid.Ratio 
## 1 (Group1:Ambiguity1) = 0    -0.04      0.03     -0.1     0.02     128.15 
##   Post.Prob Star 
## 1      0.99      
## --- 
## '*': The expected value under the hypothesis lies outside the 95%-CI. 
## Posterior probabilities of point hypotheses assume equal prior probabiliti
es. 
Question 3 Bayesian 
question3_prior <- get_prior(log(Reading_Time)~Group*Ambiguity+Word_Length+(1
+Ambiguity|Participant) + (1+Group|Item), data=b3_data_grouped, family=gaussi
an,internal = TRUE) 
 
mean(log(b3_data_grouped$Reading_Time)) 
## [1] 5.62667 
question3_prior = c( 
        set_prior('uniform(0,11.2)', class = 'Intercept'), 
        set_prior('uniform(-10,10)', coef = 'Group1',class='b'), 
        set_prior('uniform(-10,10)', coef = 'Ambiguity1',class='b'), 
        set_prior('uniform(-10,10)', coef = 'Group1:Ambiguity1',class="b")) 
 
exp1_question3<- brm(log(Reading_Time)~Group*Ambiguity + Word_Length + (1+Amb
iguity|Participant) + (1+Group|Item), prior=question3_prior, sample_prior=TRU
E, iter=10000, cores = getOption("mc.cores", 1),thin=20,chains=4, save_all_pa
rs = TRUE, data=b3_data_grouped) 
## Compiling the C++ model 
## Start sampling 
##  
## SAMPLING FOR MODEL '81330dafa291207117dfd415b0aea5cd' NOW (CHAIN 1). 
## Chain 1:  
## Chain 1: Gradient evaluation took 0.001 seconds 
## Chain 1: 1000 transitions using 10 leapfrog steps per transition would tak
e 10 seconds. 
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## Chain 1: Adjust your expectations accordingly! 
## Chain 1:  
## Chain 1:  
## Chain 1: Iteration:    1 / 10000 [  0%]  (Warmup) 
## Chain 1: Iteration: 1000 / 10000 [ 10%]  (Warmup) 
## Chain 1: Iteration: 2000 / 10000 [ 20%]  (Warmup) 
## Chain 1: Iteration: 3000 / 10000 [ 30%]  (Warmup) 
## Chain 1: Iteration: 4000 / 10000 [ 40%]  (Warmup) 
## Chain 1: Iteration: 5000 / 10000 [ 50%]  (Warmup) 
## Chain 1: Iteration: 5001 / 10000 [ 50%]  (Sampling) 
## Chain 1: Iteration: 6000 / 10000 [ 60%]  (Sampling) 
## Chain 1: Iteration: 7000 / 10000 [ 70%]  (Sampling) 
## Chain 1: Iteration: 8000 / 10000 [ 80%]  (Sampling) 
## Chain 1: Iteration: 9000 / 10000 [ 90%]  (Sampling) 
## Chain 1: Iteration: 10000 / 10000 [100%]  (Sampling) 
## Chain 1:  
## Chain 1:  Elapsed Time: 52.202 seconds (Warm-up) 
## Chain 1:                41.566 seconds (Sampling) 
## Chain 1:                93.768 seconds (Total) 
## Chain 1:  
##  
## SAMPLING FOR MODEL '81330dafa291207117dfd415b0aea5cd' NOW (CHAIN 2). 
## Chain 2:  
## Chain 2: Gradient evaluation took 0 seconds 
## Chain 2: 1000 transitions using 10 leapfrog steps per transition would tak
e 0 seconds. 
## Chain 2: Adjust your expectations accordingly! 
## Chain 2:  
## Chain 2:  
## Chain 2: Iteration:    1 / 10000 [  0%]  (Warmup) 
## Chain 2: Iteration: 1000 / 10000 [ 10%]  (Warmup) 
## Chain 2: Iteration: 2000 / 10000 [ 20%]  (Warmup) 
## Chain 2: Iteration: 3000 / 10000 [ 30%]  (Warmup) 
## Chain 2: Iteration: 4000 / 10000 [ 40%]  (Warmup) 
## Chain 2: Iteration: 5000 / 10000 [ 50%]  (Warmup) 
## Chain 2: Iteration: 5001 / 10000 [ 50%]  (Sampling) 
## Chain 2: Iteration: 6000 / 10000 [ 60%]  (Sampling) 
## Chain 2: Iteration: 7000 / 10000 [ 70%]  (Sampling) 
## Chain 2: Iteration: 8000 / 10000 [ 80%]  (Sampling) 
## Chain 2: Iteration: 9000 / 10000 [ 90%]  (Sampling) 
## Chain 2: Iteration: 10000 / 10000 [100%]  (Sampling) 
## Chain 2:  
## Chain 2:  Elapsed Time: 49.597 seconds (Warm-up) 
## Chain 2:                35.587 seconds (Sampling) 
## Chain 2:                85.184 seconds (Total) 
## Chain 2:  
##  
## SAMPLING FOR MODEL '81330dafa291207117dfd415b0aea5cd' NOW (CHAIN 3). 
## Chain 3:  
## Chain 3: Gradient evaluation took 0 seconds 
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## Chain 3: 1000 transitions using 10 leapfrog steps per transition would tak
e 0 seconds. 
## Chain 3: Adjust your expectations accordingly! 
## Chain 3:  
## Chain 3:  
## Chain 3: Iteration:    1 / 10000 [  0%]  (Warmup) 
## Chain 3: Iteration: 1000 / 10000 [ 10%]  (Warmup) 
## Chain 3: Iteration: 2000 / 10000 [ 20%]  (Warmup) 
## Chain 3: Iteration: 3000 / 10000 [ 30%]  (Warmup) 
## Chain 3: Iteration: 4000 / 10000 [ 40%]  (Warmup) 
## Chain 3: Iteration: 5000 / 10000 [ 50%]  (Warmup) 
## Chain 3: Iteration: 5001 / 10000 [ 50%]  (Sampling) 
## Chain 3: Iteration: 6000 / 10000 [ 60%]  (Sampling) 
## Chain 3: Iteration: 7000 / 10000 [ 70%]  (Sampling) 
## Chain 3: Iteration: 8000 / 10000 [ 80%]  (Sampling) 
## Chain 3: Iteration: 9000 / 10000 [ 90%]  (Sampling) 
## Chain 3: Iteration: 10000 / 10000 [100%]  (Sampling) 
## Chain 3:  
## Chain 3:  Elapsed Time: 48.168 seconds (Warm-up) 
## Chain 3:                38.569 seconds (Sampling) 
## Chain 3:                86.737 seconds (Total) 
## Chain 3:  
##  
## SAMPLING FOR MODEL '81330dafa291207117dfd415b0aea5cd' NOW (CHAIN 4). 
## Chain 4:  
## Chain 4: Gradient evaluation took 0 seconds 
## Chain 4: 1000 transitions using 10 leapfrog steps per transition would tak
e 0 seconds. 
## Chain 4: Adjust your expectations accordingly! 
## Chain 4:  
## Chain 4:  
## Chain 4: Iteration:    1 / 10000 [  0%]  (Warmup) 
## Chain 4: Iteration: 1000 / 10000 [ 10%]  (Warmup) 
## Chain 4: Iteration: 2000 / 10000 [ 20%]  (Warmup) 
## Chain 4: Iteration: 3000 / 10000 [ 30%]  (Warmup) 
## Chain 4: Iteration: 4000 / 10000 [ 40%]  (Warmup) 
## Chain 4: Iteration: 5000 / 10000 [ 50%]  (Warmup) 
## Chain 4: Iteration: 5001 / 10000 [ 50%]  (Sampling) 
## Chain 4: Iteration: 6000 / 10000 [ 60%]  (Sampling) 
## Chain 4: Iteration: 7000 / 10000 [ 70%]  (Sampling) 
## Chain 4: Iteration: 8000 / 10000 [ 80%]  (Sampling) 
## Chain 4: Iteration: 9000 / 10000 [ 90%]  (Sampling) 
## Chain 4: Iteration: 10000 / 10000 [100%]  (Sampling) 
## Chain 4:  
## Chain 4:  Elapsed Time: 50.139 seconds (Warm-up) 
## Chain 4:                36.326 seconds (Sampling) 
## Chain 4:                86.465 seconds (Total) 
## Chain 4: 
hypothesis(exp1_question3, 'Group1:Ambiguity1=0') 
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## Hypothesis Tests for class b: 
##                Hypothesis Estimate Est.Error CI.Lower CI.Upper Evid.Ratio 
## 1 (Group1:Ambiguity1) = 0    -0.01      0.04    -0.09     0.07     169.24 
##   Post.Prob Star 
## 1      0.99      
## --- 
## '*': The expected value under the hypothesis lies outside the 95%-CI. 
## Posterior probabilities of point hypotheses assume equal prior probabiliti
es. 
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